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Going to Brandeis

Han dler tak es -o ffer
By Tracy Carlson
Evelyn Handler will become
the next president of Brandeis
University.
· After a five-hour Trustee
hearing on Thursday,
Chairm9n

-~ '

-

Nearby trees have dropped their colorful leaves on the bridge
across College Brook behind the MUB. ~Tim Skeer photo)

Dr. Henry Foster

announced that Handler's
application had been ratified,
and she had accepted the
position.
In a prepared statement
Handler said, "I am deeply
honored to be named the fifth
president of Brandeis
University. The Brandeis
Board . of Trustees has
conferred upon me a great trust
and I appreciate the confidence
they have shown in my ability
'to lead that outstanding
University.
"It is always difficult to leave
an· institution such as UNH to
which you have made a deep
personal commitment. The
University of New Hampshire
is an excellent institution of
higher education that performs

First cand idate· inter vie
By John Gold
Glenn W. Ferguson, the first
of five finalists for the position
of Chancellor, met with chief
campus adminisrato rs,
members of the Chancellor
Search Advisory committee,
and the Vice Chancelors on
Wednesday.
Last night he met with the
Board of Trustees.
Jon Cohen, Student Trustee,
said, "I've seen his resume and
it's impressive, _but I've seen
another's (finalist) and it's also
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Chancellor for Academic
Affairs.
According to Peterson,
candidates can lose credibility
at their present jobs if their
visits are too highly publicized.
"They just want to make sure
word isn't out before they've
definitely decided," said
Cohen.
The selection process for a
new Chancellor began last
March when Bruce Poulton,
the Chancellor, left for the
CHANCELLOR, page 24

associations with which I am

that Dr. Handler as President
of the University of New
Hampshire, has been chosen
for such a prestigious
po si ti on," said Herbert
Stebbins,presi dentoftheUNH
Alumni A:-,1:,0\,,;idtiun.

familiar."
"We have been extremely
It was announced last week fortunate to have her
that Handler was one of the outstanding guidance and
finalists for the Brandeis academic leadership," he said.
presidency. She has been at / "During my administraUNH for two years.
"We are extremely proud HANDLER, page 23

Stude nts unab le to
move off camp us·
By Dave Andrews
je~elry maker part time,"
Students in residential halls Woofenden said. "The
who want to move off campus University doesn't allow these
are discovering this year, as in torches in residential halls. I
the past, that UNH is reluctant can't very well travel to North
to give them refunds.
Conway every day to work."
Often students get a room in
"Saving a few hundred
one residential hall and later on dollars is not a good reason,"
in the semester find an said Anthony Zizos, assistant
apartment off-campus which is director for administration.
cheaper than residential "We are not a way station. Just
housing.
because we're the University
The student is free to move doesn't mean we can't manage
off campus at any time but the our budget prudently," Zizos
issue is whether the students · said.
should get a refund if they meet
The petition was denied by
the filing deadlines set forth by Residential Life, and a letter
the Office of Residential Life.
from Christina Crosley,
Two such students are Todd . housing coordinator at UNH,
Woofend en, and Greg Gilman, said the two men did not
both 18-year-old freshmen who demonstate a situation severe
live in Hetzel Hall. Dissatisfied enough to warrant an early
with living on-campus and termination of the room.
a ware of a three room
"We were pretty vague, not
apartment in Dover that was intentionally, but we didn't
available and cheap, they think that we needed the
petitioned to move off campus. concrete evidence for
"My job requires that I have
STUDENTS, page 23
an acetylene torch since I'm a

Afgha nistan activi sts speak out at UNH
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impressive."
Ferguson was not available
for an interview as the search
committee is limiting all
interviews to three vice
chancellors, members of the
Board of Trustees, the Chief
executive officer, the
University System general
council, and the 19 member
advisory council.
"This is still at a stage where
it is very important to protect
the confidentiality of the
canidates," said Karen
Peterson, assistant to the

invaluable service for the
people of New Hampshire.
"UNH has a dedicated
faculty and a strong student
body and one of the most active
and enthusiastic alumni
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A dramatic 3-2 loss to
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By Peter Schlesinger
Four Afghan rebels spoke in
defiance of Soviet propaganda,
deploring the deaths of the
thousands of their countymen
by chemical warfare, and their
experiences following the 1978
invasion, to fifty students at
Richardson House, the
Political Interest Mini-Dorm,
Tuesday night.
Sameh Mejahed, Omar
Samad, Ajmal Ghani, and
Mohammed Massud, all sons
of diplomats, said they want to
teach Americans of the day-today holocaust in their country
so they will spread the word to
their friends, neighbors, and
congressmen
Their trip to UNH speaking
arrangement s were cosponsored by the Committee to
stop Chemical Atrocities and
the Afghan Youth Council, of
which they are the founding
members.
Samad, Ghani, and Massud
have been in this country for
two years, while Mejahed has
just arrived.

Mejahed, who speaks no
English, fo_ught with the
Freedom Fighters against the
Soviets for almost two years
and was captured, tortured,
and beaten. Consequently, he
has only sixty percent of his
hearing; his miraculous recover
was the result of treatment in
Pakistan, India, and the United
States.
Massud, who wished not to
be photographed and is under
an assumed name, is worried
that his family at home in
Afghanistan will be persecuted
for his activsm.
"I have friends who are in the
Communist Party, because the
KGB (Soviet secret police)
forced them to join. The KGB
killed several of their family
and said more could die if they
didn't join," said Massud.
Samad told of Afghanistan
in the early fifties, when the
U.S. turned away in favor of
Pakistan; Afghanistan needed
aid, they were forced to turn to
ACTIVISTS, page 9

Se,·dal Afghan rebells spoke at lJ NH this week. (Tim Skeer
photo)
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Business students win awards
By Kris Frieswick

INTERNAJIONAL
Guerrillas move in
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador-Leftist querrillas vowed
yesterday to intensify their goal of toppling the U.S. backed
government as they took over four towns, blocked highways
and destroyed utilities in heavy fighting.
~ilitary officials said 74 people were killed including-33
soldiers and 34 rebels. About 1.3 million civilians were
without water, electricity or telephone services after rebels
blew up power lines Wednesday.

Strikes bring threats
WARSAW, Poland-Underground militants called for
more strikes and protests yesterday, but Communist officials
said more strikes could lead to an extension of martial law.
This threat came after repeated strikes at the Polish ship
yards in Gdansk and protests in Nowq Huta and Wroclaw
where witnesses said 170 people were arrested .

AIESEC is a world-wide
What do a West German organization founded in 1948
graduate student in Nashua comprised of business students
and an accountant's assistant · who are interested in finding
for a timber importing employment in a foreign
company in Iceland have in country.
common? They both hold their · This employment provides
present j obs- thanks to students with an opportunity to
learn business skills through
AIESEC.
According to UNH litera- actual participation in foreign
tm:e, AIESAC is a French business situations. Each local
acronym for Interna tion chapter of AIESEC finds jobs
Association of Business and for students from other
countries and foreign chapters
Economic Students.
A UNH · student recently do the same for US students.
Three hundred and fifty US
spent three months working for
a timber importing company in students are placed in jobs in
Reyjkavik, Iceland. A Plant other countries every year,
Science major with a minor in doing seasonal work or a
Economics, Lisa Treadwell was special project. No job is
in Iceland from June 21 to permanent. The US chapters
September 30, I 981. She provide the same number of
comhinf"ci this work experience positions for foreign students.
with an independent study, Students may work in the
which she worked on after she foreign job for six weeks to
eighteen months and AIESEC __
left her job in Reyjkavik.
-. . ,
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provides housing, insurance,
transportation, visas and even
helps the student out with· ·
social life.
The UNH chapter was
organized in 1976 and has
found jobs for ten foreign
students since then. Some of
' these jobs (called traineeships)
have been exchanged for US
students - to such places as
Denmark, Finland, Iceland,
and Poland.
Tread we 11 said, "My
independent study was Modern
Greenhouse Development in
Europe. I wanted to go
somewhere in Scandinavia,
and they placed me in Iceland."
Treadwell said sheencountered : , some ctitticulty at hrst in
Iceland. Living with two other
foreign students made
communi~ating difficult.
"We had to communicate
with a d~ctionary a lot. It was so __
..
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NATIONAL
Ronald Jr. unemployed
NEW YORK-Despite President Ronald Reagan 's
prediction that the economy was on its way to recovery,
IO. I% of the nation's work force is unemployed , among them
the President's son, Ronald.
According to officials young Reagan has been unemployed
for several weeks and has collected three unemployment
checks. The 23 year old dancer has been recently laid off from
the J offrey Ballet.

lOCAL
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Drunks arrested
HAMPTON- Ten DWI arrests were made last Friday

night and early Saturday morning east of interstate highway
95 in the seacoast area.
The arrests resulted from a wolfpack operation involving
four town police departments and the Rockingham County
Sheriff's Department working in conjunction with State
Police. This project raises the prospects of arrests of drunken
drivers in any target area.

Carver visiting UNH
UNH-Raymond Carver, noted American short story
writer will read from his work Monday, Oct. 18 in-room LIO I
of Parsons Hall at 8 pm.
Carver's first book of short stories, Will You Please Be
Quiet, Please? was nominated for the National Book Award
in 1976. Carver's most recent work, What We Talk About
When We Talk About Love, has received widespread critical
· acclaim.
The reading is a presentation of the UNH Writers Series
and is open and free to the public.

More cooling action
Today will be cloudy with a chance of showers and highs in
the 60s according to the National Weather Service in
Concord.
Tonight will be clear but chilly with lows in the 30s followed
by a windy and Saturday with highs in the 40s.

,Jf.'

The front steps of Hamilton-Smith Hall are being replaced. (Tim Skeer photo)

Pornograp hy unfair to women
By Kris Frieswick

Pornography portrays
women as less than hu~an and
as toys for men, according to a
film shown by the Women's
Center last week.
The film, entitled "Porno~raphy ,; ~hat it says about
Women ~discussed _the trp~s
of. pornography and how 1t is
.
harmful to women.
Examples from . lead mg
"gentleme~ •s•~ magazines were
shown depicting su~h scenes_ as
bondage, masochism, child
porn<;>grap~y. pornogr~p_hy
used m legitimate advertismg

as well as a type of
pornogra.phy known as
"snuff". This is a form of porn
that shows the systematic and
brutal mutilation of women's
bodies and in so·me cases, the
actual murder of the models.
This slide show was
produced by a New York Citybased feminist group called
Women Against Pornography.
Organized in February 1979,
Women Against Pornography
(W.A.P.) staged a demonstration of Times Square in Oct.
1979 to protest pornography.
According to W.A.P.,
pornography is defined as

images which present
victimization or violence as
sexually stimulating.I~ ca~~lso
~e defmed as the <;>bJectlvication of a human bemg.
W.A.P. believes that because
of the increasingly violent
nature of pornography and its
acceptaI?,ce in o~r society,
actual violence agamst women
~s looked at as commonplace;
m some cases even ac~eptable . .
They also feel that pornography is a type of propa~anda that
fuels several myths like:
-Women are less than
humap. They _a re toys for me!} __
PORNOGRAPHY, page 24

Victim reacts to recent accident
By Cindy Gormley

her job as student Math-Aide
in Somersworth.
Out of the corner of her eye,
she sees the blurring motion of

driver's mistake or by "fault of
circumstances," according to
Lockard. These circumstances
could include heavy traffic,
pedestrians, or lack of safe
traffic control.
Lockard was taken· directly
to We·ntw ·o rth Douglas
Hospital in Dover for
treatment where she was told,
because of back injuries, she
could be paralyzed for life.
The long, dark-haired
member of the UNH Theatre
Dance Company was in
cheerful spirits although in bed

Talking about the good time
they'd have drinking Thursday
night, UNH sophomore
Elizabeth Lockard rides her a figure nearing her bumper.
She slams of her brakes.
moped side by side a friend's up
1t 's 9:40 am. They meet in a
Garrison Avenue. She is
coll1sion that sends Lockard
heading straight to T-Hall sailing over Brunner's car
hood, crashing head-on into
parking lot. ·
Without time to think, she the windshield, and falling
hears the screeching of an unconscious to the pavement.
Neither claims to have seen
abrupt stop. She sees the green
Volkswagon, realizes they will the , other approaching until it
was too late.
hit, and_ accepts it.
- are 1·n vest D ur ham p o1ice
a
also
Gabrielle Brunner,
.
.
- UNH sop~omore, is on Mam gating last Thursday's accident VICTIM, page 16
~t~eet dr!_vm~ .~9~~ rd pu,5,ham •-• Mdi'scover ifitwa-s caused ,b y a , ·, ~., · ; · ···· ·-· ··· ·•·' ··• ··
.b.J ·\'_;' ~ •..--·, ..,'Y' · ~ ",~ -•i1:"',:,\ u•cf;r,r/
t~ ater'J16he 1i~ .t:IJdm1c<tngJtt~out 1
'--------- ------·--·---·- ~t•;--·~---------- - -~-------------- -1
::' ·-'" ~-,.•.1 •.J.•,•,e.{:· ..' ..j·~,:.1•·,,
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,l Professors respond
to Keene situation·

UNH students (from left to right) Sandy Wright, Liz Page, Jason James, and Debbie Blunt.

UNH students ride the waves
By Doug Morton
Remember reading your
social studies book in fourth
grade and you came across that
guy ... Ma-gellan, who was the
first man to sail around the
world? And you thought,
··w ow--he sailed around the
whole world!!"
Well, maybe you won't be in·
any fourth grade social study
books, but you can definitely
experience a great time sailing
around the world on Semester
at Sea.
••Believe me, it was. the best
time of my life," said senior
Annmarie Boudreau, campus
representative here at UNH.
Boudreau went on Semester
at Sea spring of '82. Some of
her stops included Egypt,
Israel, India, ijong Kong, and
Japan.
"What's really great," said
Boudreau, "is that the people
from these countries welcome
you with open arms because
they know you are a student.
You 're not considered a
tourist."
Semester at Sea is a floating
campus of about 500 students

and 200 faculty and staff that
travels around the world in a
semester.
The five story ship is
equipped with everything for a
semester's journey.
"It's got a swimming pool, a
library, theatre, a MUB, sun
decks, dining room and even a
barber shop," said senior Wes
Waugh who went in fall of '81.
You spend about 50 percent
of your time on the ship and 50
percent off," said Boudreau.
And while you 're on the ship,
you go to class.
"Classes are really informal,"
continued Boudreau. "You
come out of the pool and go to
class or even go in your
pajamas. And a lot of classes
are held right out on the deck so
you can ~atch a tan," she said.
However, Semester at Sea
isn't a vacation away from
school work, according to
Michael Maxey, UNH Liberal
Arts advisor.
"At one time, the reputation
of the ship was that there was
almost no school work," said
Maxey. "But since the
University of Pittsburg has

taken over, they've made a real_
sincere effort•to shape it up."
Maxey stressed that the
courses are geared to "squeeze
the most out of the entire
_
experience."
_ One course in particular is
the Core course. This is a class
that takes one subject, such as
human rights, and relates it to
all of the global settings visited
on the trip.
.. It pulls the entire trip
together and brings your own
culture into perspective with
others," said Maxey. "It can
really be the highlight of the
experience."
Maxey said the program
works hard to screen professors
for the trip.
"They want an instructor
who will relate well to the
students and take advantage of

new nursing prograni

but· whatever it was, it was
certainly not the Board's
intent.,,.
UNH professors see the
situation in somewhat the same
light as PSC professors,
according to Dr. Richard
Kaufmann, -representative of
UNH's AAUP.
"Although the UNH faculty
always has some inclination
towards unionizing, there are
no signs of it happening in the
near future," said Kaufmann.
PSC's Dr. Thomas Schles.,.
ing-r of Political Science
agreed , sa.yin_g. "In spite of all
my general feelings of
sympathy for the unionized
faculty of KSC and their plight
regarding pay raises, there isn't
feeling proany. general
. .
un10mza t10n here, despite
what's happening at Keene
right now."

,

UNH President Evelyn
Handler will not comment on
the situation _ right now,
according to Dr. John Hose
administrative assistant t~
It\ndler.
"Comment on the situation
is not appropriate at this time
as negotiatjons are still
underway," said Hose
referring to the bargaining
procedures on-going between
USNH and KSCEA . .
B<;>b Brandner, student body
president at Keene State, said
he -didn't know if terrorizing
was the correct word to
describe the situation, but that
life on campus was definitely
being affected by the contract
dispute.
"The college is in a stagnant
position," said Brandner. "The
Student Senate is not
functioning and the faculty are
probably keeping their eyes
open for other job offers."

Selectmen propose parking ban

By Brion O'Connor
Parking in Durham will -be
further restricted, especially for
the residents and employees
along Strafford Avenue, if a
newly proposed tratt1c
ordinance is approved by the
•
Board of Selectmen.
The ordinance, which
prohibits any parking along the
educate nurses in adininistra- westerly side of Strafford
y John Manning
Avenue from Garrison Avenue
A recent proposal for UNH tion and medical-surgical
the metered parking area by
to
o offer the states only graduate nursing of adults.
New England Center,
the
The need for nurses wit
rogram in nursing has been
passed its first
unanimously
bee
has
degrees
alted after the program had advanced
last Monday
5-0,
reading,
lready been approved by the pointed out by a number o
night.
th
in
instititions
and
hospitals
New
of
University System
If the ordinance pass.es i~s
Hampshire Board of Trustees surrounding area.
reading and 1s
second
fornursin
plan
state
1979
A
this past summer.
it will go into effect
approved,
Due to the lack of external education concluded that th
the proper signs are
as
soon
as
educationa
Hampshire
New
University
support,
mancial
will be fined
Violators
posted.
officials said the program, system cannot meet th
$25.00, and
and
$5.00
between
nursin
for
demand
growing
begin
to
supposed
which was
owner's
the
at
towed
be
may
September ·1983, now has no faculty, supervisors, clinician
expense.
and researchers. ·
scheduled date to begin.
"Our co·ncern· is that the
The New Hampshire
~urses from New Hamppeople along Strafford Avenue
Hospital Association has eve
shire t_h at are seeking
are somewhat inconsiderate,"
dvanced . d~grees must now suggested impl~menting
said Selectman James
travel to Maine., Massachusetts master-level program in th
Chamberlain, "and if the fire
or -farther ..,--p~!f-· is currently state.
has -to move
department
ye
not
is
~ffic'e
gradua_te
The
·
one of thr-e'e: }ristitut.ions
vehicles
emergency
or
engines
·
offering:, bachelor ·degrees in accepting applications and ca
through there, Saturday night
only ask those _·. who ar
·
ursingjit the 'sfate. .
or Sunday night, it's very
A · ·program ·-s uch as this is - iriterested in the program to .b
·.
difficult."
i
funding
proper
·
until
patient
xp~cted to ·_ serve a-bout · 40
Fire Chief
.
Durham-UNH
· ,. ..
tudents yearly ·_ ·and would - - provided.
Roland LaRoch~t_said, "We .

L~ck of funding halts

By Peter Schlesinger
An accusation by a Keene
State College (KSC) professor
that University System of New
Hampshire (USNH) Trustees
are committing "acts of terror"
against the unionized KSC
faculty, because the Trustees
are afraid the University of
• New Hampshire and Plymouth
State ~ollege (PSC) faculties
will unionize, is unfounded
according to USNH Tr-ustees
and professors at PSC and
UNH.
KSC Theater Professor
Larry Benaquist had made· the accusation at a meeting of the
Keene State College .hducat10n
Association (KSCEA) with the
UNH American Association of
University Professors· (AAUP)
Oct. 6 in Durham. ·
Contacted Monday, PSC
President Kasper Marking
· indicated that his faculty and
administration work very well
together, dispelling fears that a
union is desired.
"There's certainly no inkling
of it (unionization) at this
campus," said Kasper C.
Marking, USNH Trustee and
president of PSC.
The accusation that the
USNH trustees are terrified
that PSC's faculty are going to
unionize "is a strange
conclusion," said Alexander
Susskind, professor ·of French.
S usskind had been very
active in PSC's chapter of
AAUP three years ago. Since
then, the organization has
ceased to exist at PSC, along
with pro-unionization
thoughts, said Suss.kind.
Although Interim Chancell~
or and USNH Board of
Trustees Chairman Richard
Morse said last · week he
couldn't comment on the
terrorization issue, Board Vice
Chairman Paul Holloway said
he didn't "know what he
(Benaquist) was referring to,

I

injtiated th~ ordinance since
occasions
on I numerous
we've had to respond to a call
on Strafford Avenue and have
had trouble moving apparatus
through." "At times we've
needed the Durham Police to
tow cars before we could
move," he said.
The area directly affected by
the ordinance currently houses
four fraternities (PKE, TKE,
AGR and Sigma Nu), two
sororities ( Chi Omega and AZ)
and two apartment buildings
(Strafford Manor and
Strafford House). According
to PKE House President Tom
Swist, however, it's UNH
employees and commuters that
will be most affected.
"We're not the ones who use
that space anyway," said Swist.
"We have our own parking
facilities. The employees of the
New England Center and
surrounding UNH offices are
more apt to use that space."
Sigma Nu member Tom
Schmottlach felt the ·.parking
ban should be_limited· to the
weekends.
"l can definitely · see how
problems moving emergency
equipment can occur .with the
crowds we have. · on the
d..
weekends,,, _Sch.mot_~lach . sai_

"But during the week we have
guests and parents that should
be allowed to park there."
Durham Police Chief Paul
Gowan does not anticipate any
problems in enforcing the
ordinance, should it - be
approved.
"We'll allow a transitional
period during which we'll
notify people of the new law,"
said Chief Gowan, "but there's
no question that we will enforce
it, just like any other law." ·
The Board of Selectmen also
unanimously passed the first
reading· of a similar traffic
ordinance restricting parking
on Ballard Street between
Pettee Brook Lane and Main
Street.
According to Selectman
Owen Durgin, the ordinance is
designed to reserve parking on
the small area in front of the
Tin Palace for employees.
"Interested individuals who
want to. voice an opinion on
either ordinance should attend
the J o int U N H - - T.o w n
Committee meeting this
Monday, October 18," said
·
Chief Gowan.
Meetings will be held at the
Town Offices on Dover Road;
·
Durham.
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Granite paving blocks stolen

CAT NIP PUB

Five granite paving stones
were removed from the
sidewalk in front of HamiltonSmith, on Monday.
The stones were valued at
$700.
- - A Portsmouth man was
arrested Wednesday afternoon
and charged with tampering
,
with a witness.

Friday an~ Saturday Nite

· Appearing:
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WATER
_RUN''
Join us!

John Lokken, of 50 Orchard
Street was arrested by the
- Department of Public Safety
and later released on $1.000
personal recognizance.
Lokken is scheduled to
a_ppear in the Durham District
Court on October 29, at 9 pm.
,

The Department of Public
Safety recieved a report about

8:30 Wednesday night of four female student had been eating
different female students her lunch when she got a
receiving harassing and particle of food lodged in her
obscene phone calls at their. throat.
She was not having a
dormitories.
Statements were taken from problem breathing but was
all students and the case is feeling some discomfort.
under investigation.
The Head Resident of
- - A resident of Hubbard Hall Engelhart reported that
reported that while she was out someone had removed a bed
someone r·e moved three frame from the second floor
different pieces of jewelry from hallway, Wednesday afternoon.
her jeweley box and $25 cash.
Cost of the missing items was
Two thefts were reported
valued at $225.
Earlier Wednesday morning, Wednesday.
An employee of the Paul
a UNH student reported that
while his vehicle was parked in Creative Arts Center reported
Lot L someone removed his that she left - her office for
license plate from the rear of his approximately 15 minutes
when she returned she noticed
car.
that

Public Safety Officers were
dispatched to Huddleston for
medical aid around 11 :30
Wednesday morning. The

her

:r,ockPthook

w~s

missing and that a couple
drawers were open in her desk.
The pocketbook was later
found stuffed into a locker on
the next floor down from her
office.
On Tuesday, Public Safety
Officers were dispatched to
Sackett House for a report of a
male subject soliciting without
a permit.
Around noontime Tuesday,
Public Safety Officers
discovered an unsecured safe.
The stashbox was brought
back to Janetos House and
secured in the BCI closet until
appropriate persons could be notified.
While visiting a friend, a man
had his backpack removed
from a cubby hole in
Huddleston Dining Hall.
· He gave the officer a
description of the contents of
the backpack. The value of
stolen items was $440.

We are looking/or another great model to join Meg in our 1983 newspaper advertising. The
person chosen will appear in Hair Designs adsfor the Exeter and Dover area. You could be
on your way to a great career in modeling.
The first place winner will receive:

1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)

One hundred dollar gift certificate from Stones Clothing Store.
One hundred dollar gift certificate from Hair Designs for guys and gals.
style, perm, color, manicure and make up.
A complete make over including, cut
One 8xl O hand crafted color portrait by Bud Perry of Memories Studios will go to the three
finalists.

ana

Rules and Judging
You must send one or more recent photos ofyoursel£
There will be three age groups. 6 to 12, 13 to 18, 19 and up. One finalist will be chosen from each age group. Our 1983 Hair Designs
model will be then selected from the three finalists. Fill out theentiyform as required. You must be living in the seacoast area. Write in
fifty words or less why you want to be the 1983 Hair Designs model of the year. Entries must be received no later than December 1.
1982. Our panel of judges are Mrs. Marilyn Pucci. Dr. Jane Forest. and Don Nadreau Jr.
Prior to judging each letter will be numbered and the names concealed. The letter will be judged on creativity, content, originality,
presentation and age group. No o~e working for Hair Designs or related to anyone working for Hair Designs will be eligible.

------•1.
I
_s---------•-------------~ Model of the YearlI
1
I

-------------1
IWhen it comes to hair
I
We do it all
I
II
903 Central Ave.
Shopping Ctr.
II GlobeExeter'
Dover' N. H.
N. H.

IYour Name
• Phone _ _ _ _
IAddress
IAge 6 to 12 _ _ 13 to 18 _ _ 19 and up _ _ I
Mail Promptly To:
I
Great Model Search I
Great Model Search
I
c/o Hair Designs
c/o Hair Designs

EXETER

·------------------------------I

03833

03820

■

G!obe Shopping Ctr.
Portsmouth Ave.

DOVER

903 Central Ave.
Across from McDonald's
And next to Wendy's

On Nov.
18th

qu~tting
1sa
snap.
On Nov. 18th we're asking
every smoker to quit for
24 hours. And we11 even
help. Just ask us for a
free "Larry Hagman
Special Stop Smokin'
Wrist Snappin' Red
Rubber Band:' You might
find that not smoking
can be habit-forming.

h
Alllerlcan.
TheGreal

Smakeaul

American Cancer Society+®

'"I
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By Larry LaPointe
Most students spent Sunday
afternoon doing the studying
they had ignored the rest of the
weekend or taking care of a
hangover.
I spent Sunday afternoon
cruising streets looking for
clues, counting mailboxes, and
getting hopelessly lost.
I took part in the Road Rally
sponsored by the UNH student
chapter of the American
Society of Mechanical
Engineers.
I had seen movies like It '.s a
Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World
and Cannonball
but I
didn't quite know what ·to
expect when I pulled into the
Kingsbury Hall parking lot.
The race turned out to be a
kind of scavenger hunt on
wheels, but the only thing to
collect was information.
The fastest time didn't
necessarily win. There were
questions asked along the route
and correct answers would
yield points that could move
you up in the standings.
"I 11 give you a couple of

Run,

hints," Senior Martha Nevin
said before the start of the race.
"If you go on any gravel roadsyou're lost. Make sure you have
a. couple of dimes with you, at
least two. If you have to make a
toll call then you've gone too
far."
Being a true out-of-stater
who has lived only in Durham
while in school, I know very
little about local back roads. I
had to choose a navigator ~ho
knew a lot more about these
roads than I did.
I chose as my partner Junior
Mike LeDµc, who has put
more miles on his motorcycle in
a year and a half than I've put
on my car in three.
We cirove in my car: a 1970

Ambassador that I call the
"Millenium Falcon." Like the
spaceship in the Star Wars
films, it may not always work,
but it always comes through
when you really need it.
. Ours was the last car to start
the race, but it didn't matter
since the start was staggered.
Our first clue told us to go
down past the barns and get on
route 4 east. We were supp?sed

to stop at the flashing yellow
light before the intersection of
route 4 and Madbury Road,
count how many times it
flashed in thirty seconds, and
pick up the next clue.
Since neither Mike nor I had
brought a watch with us, it
would be impossible to time
thirty seconds exactly. I would
have to guess.
. When we got to the -flashing
yellow light, there were four
cars already there. Everyone
was o~tside their car looking
for the next set of clues.
It took at least five minutes
of looking in the woods and on
fences and telephone poles
before somebody discovered
that

the

clue~

wc1c

by lhe

intersection and not by the
flashing light.
The clue told us to go back to
the start, and there we picked
up our major directions for the
race.
While on some God forsaken .
back road, we had to use the
weight limit of a bridge to solve

1

CELEBRITY SERIES: Flutist Carol Wincenc. Granite · State
Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. General $7; UNH faculty/staff$6;
UNH students/ senior citizens $5. Information and tickets at
Memorial Union Ticket Office, 862-2290.
MUB PUB: Tank--Top 40 rock. Memorial Union, 8 p.m. $2. UNH
ID/ Proof of age required.

SATURDAY, October 16
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Faculty Review:· Abeles,
Balderacchi, Laurent; and 3 Generations: Evans, Frank,
Papageorge. Paul C_reative Arts Center. Monday-Wednesday IO
a.m.-4 p.m.; Thursday 10 a.m.-8 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday 1-5
p.m.; closed Fridays and University holidays.
ART SYMPOSIUM: 3 Generations: Evans .. , Frank, Papgeorge.
Speakers will include Tod Papageorge, Robert M. Doty, Lesley
Baier and James L. Sheldon. A reception will follow. University Art
Galleries, Paul Creative Arts Center, 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. For furth~r
information call 862-3712.
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL: UNH Wildcat Classic. Field House, 9
a.m.
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: vs. Northeastern. Field House.
noon.
WOMEN'S SOCCER: vs. University of Connecticut. Field House,
I p.m.
MUB PUB: Tank--Top 40 rock. Memorial Union, 8 p.m. $2. UNH
ID/ Proof of age required.
·

SUNDAY, October 17
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Faculty Review. Paul Creative
Arts· Center through Oct. 20.
.
BILLIARD COMPETITION: Standard eight-ball. Open to all
UNH students, faculty and staff. Games Room, Memorial Union, 11
a.m. Registration at Games Room desk.
SENIOR RECITAL: C. Joy Riggs, bassoon. Bratton Recital Hall,
Paul Creative Arts Center, 3 p.m.
MUSO FILM: "Spirit of the Beehive" (Victor Erice). Memorial
Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. $1.
MUB PUB: Now Sound Express--re~uest night. Records, mugs and
more given away. Memorial Union, 8 p.m. 50¢ UNH ID/ Proof of
age required.

MONDAY, October 18
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Faculty Review. Paul Creative
Arts Center through Oct. 20.
AMLL FILM: "The Trojan W6men"(Michael Cacoyannis). Room
1 IO, Murkland, 7 p.m. $1.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Preview of Jerry Bock and Sheldon
Harnick's musical comedy, "She Loves Me." Directed by Carol .
Lucha-Burns. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
$1.

TUESDAY, October 19
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Faculty Review. Paul Creative
Arts Center through Oct. 20.
WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG .LUNCH: The Sociobiological Attack
on Women--Val Dusek. Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial
Union, 12:30-2 p.m.
WOMEN'S SOCCER: vs. Holy Ctoss. Field House~ 3:30 p.m.
AMLL FILM: "The Trojan Woman"(Michael Cacoyannis). Room
303, James, 4 p.m. $1.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Jerry Bock and Sheldon Harnick's
musical comedy, "She Loves Me." Directed by Carol Lucha-Burns.
Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Ce11.ter, 8 p.m. General $4;
students ·and employees/ senior citizens $3. Evening performances
continue Oct. 21-23; 2 p.m. matinee on Oct. 20.

*1
FILM SERIES !!RINGS YO_U A HAUNTING FEATURE
MUSO

i'k

STUDENT

THE SPIRIT OF THE BEEHIVE
TELEVISION .

NETWORK

STVN is now granting
interviews for the foil owing
officer positions:

· This beautiful, award-winning film stars tiny Ana Torrent, quite possibly the
most striking chi.Id ever on film. The spirit of the Beehive enters into the
perilous country of a children's nightmares and fantasies.

.
*

Spani_~~ with
Sunday, October 17
English subtitles
Strafford Room --- MUB
7:00 & 9:30 p.m. ~ Admission:_$1.00 ______ · -------------·":.

I JSSSZSSSSSFIGF Ct

nsmxrznmzn

General Manager
Business Ma.n ager
Technical Engineer
Apply Room 110 MUB

I
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NOTICES

Nu~e models: porno?

ACADEMIC

SKI CLUB FIRST ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING: For all me·mbers and those wishing to
sign up. Wednesday, Oct. 20, Room 127, Hamilton
Smith, 8 p.m.
GERMAN CLUB MEETING: Sponsored by
Gruppe 80. First general meeting to discuss
upcoming events. Suggestions for · activities
welcomed. Knowledge of Geqnan is not necessary.
Thursday, Oct. 21, Belknap Room, Memorial
_ Union, 7 p.m.
SOCIETY FOR WHOLISTIC LIVING
LECTURE: "Leadership In Daily Living"
presented by Dr. Steven Floyd and Christine
Floyd. Thursday, Oct. 21, Room 139, Hamilton
Sm_ith, 7:30 p.m.
X-C SKIING DRYLAND TRAINING
CLINIC: Sponsored by Ski Team, Cory Schwartz·
( coach). Dryland training methods will be covered.
UNH skiers and top NH high school coaches will
help. Sunday, Oct. 24, Field House, 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. Admission.$3 per person.

TAU BET A PI TUTORIALS: Sponsored by
Engineering Honor Society. Monday, Oct. 18,
A.S.M.E. Lounge, Kingsbury, 7 to 9 p.m.
"WHAT COULD I DO WITH A MAJOR IN
MUSIC?" Sponsored by Liberal Arts Advising
Center. Tuesday, Oct. 19, Merrimack Room,
Memorial Union, I to 2 p.m.

ATHLETICS & RECREATION
NOONTIME RECREATIONAL SKATING:
Sponsored by Dept. of Recreational Sports.
Mondays and Wednesdays, noon to -I p.m., open
skating; Fridays, noon to I p.m., stick practice,
Snively Arena. Facility is open for season: Student
ID or recreation pass required for admission.
DEPARTMENT OF RECREATIONAL
SPORTS: Offers the following classes to be held
Nov. I through Dec. 17 in the Field House unless
otherwise indicated. Registration is October 18
through 29, Room 151, Field House. Fee payable
upon registration is $ 18 for full-time
undergraduate students and recreation pass
holders, $25 for all others unless otherwise
indicated.
SELF-DEFENSE FOR WOMEN: Mondays and
Wednesdays at 4 p.m.
RUSH HOUR AEROBICS: Monday and
Wednesday, 5: 15 and 6:30 p.m., Tuesday and
Thursday, 5:15 and 6:30 p.m. in New Hampshire
Hall.
.
SYNCHRONIZED SWI_M INSTRUCTION
(Water Ballet): Prerequisite is ability to swim front
and back crawl. Mondays and Wednesdays, 6:30
to 7:30 p.m.
BODY BUILDING/ WOMEN'S WEIGHTS:
Mondays and Wednesdays, 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.;
Tuesdays and Thursdays, 6:30 or 7:30 p.m.
SPRINGBOARD DIVING: Class limited to 10
students. Tuesdays, 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. $15 for
students and recreation pass holders, $25 for all
others.
ADULT BASIC SWIM: Tuesdays, 6:30 to 7:30
p.m. $15 for students and recreation pass holders
and $25 for all others.
LUNCH BUNCH AEROBICS: Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, noon to I p.m. $27 for
students and recreation pass holders, $36 for all
others.

CAREER
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by
Career Planning & Placement. For students w4o
find it difficult to schedule regular appointments.
_Monday, Oct. 18, MUB Balcony Table, 1:30 to
3:30 p.m.
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP: Sponsored by Career · Planning &
Placement. Video tape, lecture and discussion for
employment interviewing preparation. Monday,
Oct. 18, Forum Room, Library, 6 p.m.
MATCHING YOUR SKILLS & ABILITIES TO
MAJORS & CAREERS: Sponsored by Career
Planning & Placement. Tuesday, Oct. 19, Grafton
Room, Memorial Union, 12:30 to 2 p.m.
MATCHING YOUR INTERESTS AND
VALUES TO MAJORS & CAREERS:
Sponsored by Career Planning & Placement.
Thursday, Oct. 21, North Lounge, Congreve, 6 to
7:30 p.m.

COMPUTER SERVICES
Non-credit courses for a nominal fet art Ii11ttu
below. Registration is required. Call 868-3527 or
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-USNH personnel. All courses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.
BEGINNING XTECO: Provides · instruc.t ion in
creating and editing files on DEC System IO using
character-oriented editor, XTECO. Prerequisite is
Beginning Timesharing. Wednesday, Oct. 20, I to
3:30 p.m. Course fee $2.
UNHFRM: Provides simple mechanism for
entering data records into the computer from a
video terminal. Prerequisite is Beginning
Timesharing; Beginning SOS or Beginning
XTECO would be useful.Friday,Oct:22,9;30
a.m. :.. noon. Course fee $2.
·

COUNSELING & TESTING CENTER
✓

SUPPORT GROUPS FOR NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS: Sponsored by Counseling· &
Testing. These groups will be ongoing, drop-in
support groups. Two groups begin: Tuesday, Oct.
19, Room 320, Memorial Union, 12:30 to 2 p.m.;
and Wednesday, Oct 20, Faculty Center Lounge, 4
to 6 p.m.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT SERIES AT THE
COUNSELING & TESTING CENTER; Eating
Concerns: A Yardstick for Self-Image - Cynthia
Shar & Ellen Becker. Wednesday, Oct. 20,
Scholfield House, 7 to 9 p.in. For information call
862-2090.
GENERAL

OFF CAMPUS CHANGE OF ADDRESS:
Commuters! Your friends are looking for your
names and addresses at the MUB Information
Center. Please fill out the address change form on
page 52 of your Caboodle; or pick up a form at the
Info Center or the Registrars Office.
LIFE SCIENCES AND AGRICULTURE·
SCHOLARSHIP: Applications for the Barbara
M. Lucier Endowed Scholarship in the amount of
$ l000 for an undergraduate student should be
forwarded, supported by _ two letters of
recom_mendation, to; Robert 0. Blanchard,
Associate Dean, College of LS&A, Taylor Hall.
Deadline for completed applications is Oct. 29.
SEABROOK, CONSTRUCTION AND
TESTING: Speaker - Alan Hulshizer of United
~ngineers, Spons~d by Civil EngineerCLUBS ;\ND ORGANIZATIONS
m~/ A.S.C.E. Tuesday, Oct. 19, Room 311,
Kmgsbury, I p.m.
.
GREAT BAY FOOD COOPERATIVE: Offers
LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP: The group
nutritional, whole grain foods sold in friendly,
provides a safe, supportive environment for gay
work environment. Tuesday, Oct. 19, Strafford
women to so~ialize & discuss pertinent issues.
Room Memorial Union, 4:30 to 7 p.m.
Interested UNH students, faculty, & staff are
Membership fee: $IO/year; $6/four months. ·
INSTITUTE OF RELIGION: Sponsored by _ invited. Sundays, Phillip Hale Room, Paul
Creative Arts Center, 7 to 9 p.m.
Latter-Day Saint Student Association. The
UJl:IH WRITERS SERIES: .American short story
doctrine, history, and current issues surrounding
wnter, Raymond Carver, will read from his work.
the Mormon Church will · be discussed.
Monday, Oct. 18, Room LIOI, Parson, 8 p.m.
Wednesdays, Room 212, H.amilton .Smith, 6 p.m.
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "The Crisis
ICE CREAM PARTY AND GAMES NIGHT:
of Fifth Century Athens: Euripides and Plato" by
Sponsored by InterVarsity Christian Fellowship.
Charles H. Leighton, AMLL (Spanish). Tuesday,
Friday, Oct. 15, 29 Faculty Road, 7:30 p.m. Meet
Oct. 19, Room 303, James, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
at MUB at 7: 15 p.m.
.
GOURMET DINNER I: .Sponsored by Hotel
.PI MU EPSILON MATH HONOR SOCIETY
Administration Program. An Eveni-ng on
'MEETI~G: Monday, Oct. 18, Math Lounge,
Broadway featuring a Broadway Review and live
Kingsbury, 7 p.m.
music for ~ancing _and dining. Friday, Oct. 29 and
WESTERN EUROPE ON $4.99 PER DAY:
Saturday,Oct.30,Granite State Room.Memorial
Mini:.series · slide presentation and primer on
Scotland and other great places. Sponsored by new - Union, 6:30 p.m. cocktail hour; 7:30 p.m. dinner.
$13.95 per person. Tickets may be ' purchased at
Hampshire Outing Club. Monday, Oct. 18 and
MUB Ticket Office from IO a.m. to 4 p.m. For
Tuesday, Oct. _19, Outing Club Office, Room 129,
further information call Hotel Administration
Memorial Union, 7 to 9 p.m.
Office, 862-2352.

By Kathleen Manley
Nude models are not
necessarily pornography.
Participants in the Brown
Bag Series on September 30th
at the University Art Galleries
_ discovered nude models can be
portrayed in an art form.
At the first weekly series of
the semester, artists, Sigmund ·
Abeles, Arthur Balderacchi
and John Laurent displayed
and discussed some of their
works, most of which were
nudes.
Every Thursday noon, the
Brown Bag Series offers
students, faculty and local
residents . an informal
atr;_nosphere in which to enjoy"
the arts, said Helen Reid,
Coordinator for the Outreach
Program, ot which the tlrown
Bag Series is but one facet.
Having the professors
explain and discuss their
artwork gives me such·a deeper
apreciation, said one student.
Balderacchi and Abeles each
discussed his own works,
however Laurent was not
present due to personal
reasons.
According to Balderacchi,
the human figure is a
traditional base. It is an age old
craft.
· "The human figure - is the
most versatile and .important
thing in nature," sa10
Balderacchi.
.. Its not uncommon to
become good friends with the
model," said Balderacchi.
"There ks to be a little
sexuality there, it gives
vibrancy."
·
"I am most happy when I use
people I know, because I can
extract something from them,"
said Abeles.

Both artists agree that it is
possible to use animals, but the .
contact is usually very brief.
"I'm now doing landscapes,
but it has been said I still give
reference to breasts and bums," ·
said Baleracchi.
"I'm not totally into
'scuzzyness', just the realities of
life," said Abeles.
When referring to "A Peach
Robe", a pastel drawing of his
wife ( not nude), Abeles said, we
put what we are involved with
from our backgrounds in our
works.
"Art is sort of like voyeurism
and exhibitionism, said Abeles,
yet there is humor underlying a
lot of my works."
Balderacchi said, ( of the
artist-model relationship), "It
i5 ctn intimate, one-to-one _kind

of relationship."
Michael O'Sullivan, teacher
of health administration and
planning, commented during
the series, "I . feel like I've
intruded in someone's room.
It's almost embarassing."
Reid is very positive about
the series which began last fall.
''I'm thrilled with the
turnout, said Reid. •~eople
seem to love it. We average 50
people every time ranging from .
20 people to 150."
Shirley Michaels, a Docent
(volunteers trained to discuss
art with various age groups)
said, "I think t-his year it is
really being accepted as
something people depend on.
Last year we were trying to
develop this feeling."
"I think the talks are really
helpful," said Marian Brooks,
an art student at UNH, "in that
you get to know what the artist
is doing in his work over what
you see."

Capitol8s low fares

"What a break!..
Wherever we flY, we have the lowest
unrestricted fares. That means no advance
purchase, no minimum stay. We're always
glad to see you, even at the last minute.
Make up your mind today- and by tomorrow, you're on your way!
For reservations and information, call
your Travel Agent or Capitol Air at 212883-0750 in New York CitY, 312-347-0230 in
Chicago, 213-986-8445 in Los Angeles, 415956-8111 in San Francisco or 305-372-8000
in Miami. Outside these areas, please call
800-227-4865 (8-0-0-C-A-P-I-T-O-L).

SERVING THE PUBLIC FOR 36 YEARS
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Stress conference-at UNH well attended
By Consuelo Coneren
"These are exciting _,;i_IE~~t:, and
this conference is a reflection of
that," said Dr. Arnold Linsky,
Chairperson of the Department of Sociology and
Anthropology at the National
Conference on Social Stress
and Research held this week at
the John S. Elliott Alumni
Center.
The conference was attended
by researchers from California
to Ontario who presented
papers and ideas at the Center.
Conference coordinator Ted
Kirkpatrick said the idea for
the conference originated 6
months ago with _S tuart
Palmer, conference director
and dean of Liberal Arts and
professor of Sociology at
UNH.

Palmer, who belonged to a
group of faculty members
known as the "Stress Club,"
wrote to the Elliot Trust Fund
for a grant to conduct the interdisciplinary stress research
conference.

SUBSCRIBE! .
SUBSCRIBE!
The New Hampshire
Room 108, MUB

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
ELISA!!!
Everybody wish Elisa Russel!
a Happy Birthday which was
yesterday, Oct. 14th.
, As a present from your boss,
you have a job as Jar as
f m concerned!
HAVE A GREAT
WEEKEND

WORK STUDY
STUDENTS
.NEEDED
For Combination:
Driver / Receptionist
positions in
Health Services.

"The conference is interdepartment studies in reverse:
psychologists, sociologists, and
anthropologist rarely have the
chance to get together. The
conference is to deal
specifically with stress over a
two day period. There are 135145 people here, four keynote addresses, and 34 papers being
presented," said Kirkpatrick.
"Betty Friedan heard about
the conference and gave me a
call," said Kirkpatrick.
Friedan, an active feminist,
attended the conference on
Stress and Gender.
Sharon P. Aadalen, from the
School of Public Health at the
University of Minnesota, who
submitted a paper to the
conference, said she was sent a
m.::liling

roncerning

the

published papers with theses
relating to stress.
·
While remarking that she felt
the conference experience was
a positive one on the whole,
Aadalen said, "I have one
dissatisfaction with the
conference. I think the
program is so full that there is
not enough time to talk to one
another. There are great minds
here: both participants and
contributing authors. All of the
keynotes are excellent. The
quality of the papers was
variable--the issues researched
sometimes lacked significance
in perspective," said Aadalen.

Time magazine and The New
York Times also sent
representatives to the
conference.

Used "Book Sale
(25~ to $5 .00)

-All In Stock Booksincludes: cookbooks, medical, English Lit,
Drama, Agriculture, Religion, languages
-many -out of print and rare,. ·

UPPERCUT
EMPORIUM

Mon~Sat.
9-6

ANTIQUES
Durham Shopping Plaza

conference because she had

PUBLIC:NOTICE
2 DAVS ONLY
SAT., OCT. 16, 11 AM-8 PM
Sun., OCT. 17, 11 AM-6 PM

RAMADA INN
~l,, Silver St.
Dover, ~.H.

JVC
POWER MAGNUMS
For big bass and crisp silk highs. GEOGRAPHIC MARKETING,
INC. acting as sole & exclusive agent has repossessed a
limited quantity of JVC Component 4-Way Stereo
Speakers for non-payment of back
debts. These 738.00 12 inch
woofer speaker systems are now
being made available to the Public
for only ...

$199.

BRAND NAME 30 WATT AM/FM

100 Watt 5 Element System W/12" Woofer /Control Box

NOW

RECEIVER/ AMPLIFIER
SONY . PIONEER . AKAi . SANSUI

BRAND NAME TAPE DECKS
TURNTABLES
AND HOME EQUALIZERS

ALSO BEINB OFFERED AT REPOSSESSION PRICES

RIii Feature Brand llama, Affl/Fffl/fflPII car stereo w/Bllllt In Tana oack..$139.95
Four and eight hour
shifts available between
and 8pm
Monday
through
Friday
and
24 hour coverage on
weekends.
Will be required to
complete next
scheduled university
driver training course.
For information
please see
Mary Wahl
Health Services
Hood House.

4-Way 6x9 Car Stereo Speakers w/40 oz. Magnets & 200 Watts Max. per pair ....... 99.95
100-Watt Car Graphic Equalizer w/7 Controls, 2VU Meters and Fader Volume .......... 139.95
Stereo Cassette Recorder with Metal Tape and Dolby Noise Reduction ........... 239.00
TECHNICS Manual Belt Drive Turntable .................. 169.50
Audio Technica Headphones, deluxe .... :................. 29.95
Pioneer Component 4-way home, speaker w/large 15" woofer ............. 998.00pr
Pioneer Component 3-way speaker w/8" woofer ..................... 338.00pr

ROGERS 50 DC. Stainless Steel Flatware Full service - Choice Patterns. $79.00

LIST PRICE

110111
$84.00
44.00
58.00 .
119.00
74.00
- 9.00
399.00pr
99.00pr
$19.00

19 piece Stainless Steel English Cutlery Set w/Matching Steak Knives ........... $59.95
$8.75 w/am, purchase
7 piece Deluxe Stainless Stee1 Copper Bottom Cookware Set... ........ 79.59
24.00
Beautiful LGD Wrist Watches w/Pushbutton Nite Lite (Day/Date/Time/Stop Second) ............ $79.95 18.00
18" Regulation Backgammon Set in Attractive Attache Case ......... 39.95
17.00
Professional 4-pc. Self-Storing Knife & Cleaver Set .............. 59.95
20.00
Rogers Stainless Steel Steak Knives ............................. 17.95
9.00
Rogers 6-pc. Cutlery Set ....................... 37.95
12.00

Deluxe 1onc. combination screu111r1uer set-uauldatlon Prlce........$9.00

$9.00
13.00
9.00
28.00
14.00
5.00
9.00

40 piece Inch and Metric Socket" Set ..... ·-············59.95
Foot pump with Gauge ........................ :.......... 27.95
14-pc. Open End Wrench & Box Set .................... 74.95
4-pc. Mechanics Plier Set... .................. 34.95
Car Drop Ughts-25ft. Long ............................ 11.95 .
50 ft. Heavy Duty Extension Cord .......................... 16.95

MANY OTHER ITEMS AV4_ILABLE

SORRY NO PERSONAL CHECKS

$50.00 IIINIIIUII
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Class council is new orgariiz ation-~o n campus '
By Kathy Brewer
A new student organization
will be making its appearance
on campus this semester.
Class Council is a group of
UNH undergraduates who
plan off-campus activities at
reduced prices, said member
Bob Perreault.
With a fund of $2000 which
is made available to each class
their freshman year, the
Council hopes to plan trips to
theatre performances, the
Medieval Manor in Boston, the

Budweiser Brewery, and
Quebec's Winter Carnival.
The Council is actually a new
form of the Sophomore
Council which was tested for
the last two years and failed.
.. The original program was
set up as just the Freshman
Council-trips planned .by and
for freshmen only-the
Sophomore Council was
completely new." Perreault
said.
The Class of 1983 initiated
the SophomOTe Council and it

failed first semester. The class . filling the trips."
r
of 1984 tried again and were
To remedy this, sophomores
also unsuccessful, Perreault through seniors have combined
said.
into one group to plan trips for
Reasons for the sophomore's students of all ages. The
failures include a lack of Freshman Council, which has
interest within the Council been successful from the start,
itself and on the part of will be left as it is.
sophomores for whom the trips
Members of the Council are
were designed.
very optimistic. "I feel
"Sophomore's needs are confident that we will be
different from Freshmen's, in successful. The rest of the
that their friends are of all group is really enthusiastic and
ages," Perreault said; we work well together as a
"Consequently, we had trouble team ~" said Gretchen Munn,
the Council's Business
Manager.
.
One big problem expected,
however, will be making the
organization known on
campus, says Jody Steidle,
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president of last year's
Sophomore Coundl. "There
are so many little organizations
that none really stick out,"
Steidle said.
Daniel Garvey, associate
dean for Student Affairs,
agrees. "It means adding
another focus of reference, and
whether people can butt int.Q,
tt)at is a question," he said. "I
still maintain it's a good idea ,
but it's up to the students to
make it work."
.. I think it will be bumpy and
there will be a lot of little
problems to iron out," said
Perrea tilt, "but hopefully }Ve 'II
get a good start. It's an
experiment, but right now
we 're very optimistic."
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-BE ON A WINNING TEAM· Franklin Pierce College puts the Power
. of the Computer in YOUR hands .
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AROUND THE WORLD: sails
Spring 1983' (January 26-May 6)
Port Everglades, Florida • Cadiz, Spain
Piraeus, Greece • Alexandria, -Egypt
Haifa, Isael • Bombay, India • Colombo,
Sri Lanka • Manila "i>hiJippines • Hong Kong
· •Keelung, Taiwan• Kobe, Yokahama Japan
Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester at Sea offers students a superior full
semester academic program and supporting field experiences. This one semester experience is
~~ailable to qualified students from all accredited colleges and uninrsities.
More than 60 voyage related university courses. Faculty drawn from the University of
Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augumented by visiting area experts.
Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of China, available.

In Computer Science Comes
To The Area

Our new computer science major taught with the most modern
microcomputers a vailable allows students to specialize in one of
management 's fastest growing career field s. Associate Degrees and
Certificate Programs are also available. Other majors at our Coastal
Campus include Accounting and Business Administration. For a tour of
our Dover Facility, including our new computer lab. or for more
information call 749-5587 an_d ask for Mary Ellen or Alan.

Deferred Payment Plan
Flexible Transfer Policy
_Educational Program Counseling

Term II Begins Nov. I

Life Experience Program
3 Yr. Bachelor's Degree
Financial Aid Counseling

_Register Now

Frankl illPierc e College

Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed. The S.S. Universe is
fully air-conditioned, 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in America.
1-"or a free color brochure write: Semester of Sea, UCIS, University of Pittsburgh, Forbes
Quadrangle. Pittsburgh. PA 15260, or call toll free (800) 854-0195 (in California call (714)
771-6590).

Representative will lfe in MUB Tuesday, October 19, and
Thursday, October 21 from 11:00 to 2:00 p.m.

Coastal Campus

749-5587

4 miles from UNH on Kari-Van route
Franklin Pierce College is accredited by1 the New England Association of
Schools and Colleges.

Evening Division; 180 Locust St.; Dover, N.H.
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------------A CTIVISTS --------( continued from page 1)

their northern neighbor, the Afghan people on Dec. 27. that
they had removed Amin from
Soviet Union.
The Soviets exported their power at the request of their
aid as well as their ideology. In government and new ruler,
1963, when King Zahir tried to Babrak Karma!, had been
institite a constitition based given his position to protect
upon Western principles of Afghanistan from the Chineses
democracy,he was confronted and the Americans, according
by Soviet agents who made to Samad.
The Afghan Army, which
sure it failed.
Ten years later another coup had already been fighting for a
carried out by Soviet form of socialism, were at the
sympathizers, brought to front, a force of 80,000 men.
power Mohammed Daoud Soviet tanks and other
who ruled until 1978. After armored vehicles came next.
The Soviets who were the
Daoud, came Mohammed Nor
was prime first to sign in favor of the nonTaraki, who
minister unfil the bloody c,oup use of chemical warfare became
of April 27, 1978. The the first to use it. Villagers
Communist-backed govern- called this new phenomenon
ment of Hafizullah Amin was ··yellow Rain " because small,
put in .power and Soviet jets yellow, raindrop-like, particles,
were seen in skies throughout delivered by airplane, fell on
the country dropping bombs, their huts and fields.
Direct exposure to Yellow
said Samad.
Amin tried to help the Rain caused breathing
country throught the difficulties, extreme irritation
imposition of schooling and to the eyes, nose, throat and
land reforms. These didn't lungs. Victims began coughing
work because traditionally, up and vomiting great
poor Afghans wouldn't accept quantities of blood - and
any land that had belonged to experiencing multiple hemorrany one else; resisters were haging of membranes, the
imprisoned. Overflowing seeping of blood from body
government jails held more orifices, diz~iness, convulsions,
than 15,000; they had to sleep and death.
"Those who died on the spot
in shifts, said Ghani.
On Dec. 24, the invasion were the lucky ones," said
began. Day and night, the Ghani, who feels the Soviets
Soviets airlifted troops and are using his country as a
munitions. Amin was removed laboratory-like, testing ground
from power and assassinated . and his countrymen like rats.
"The people would start
by Soviet agents.
The . official Soviet news bleeding and drown in their
service, TASS,-reported to the .own blood."

The invasion has caused a
"World reaction was just not
satisfactory," said Samad. "We refugee problem of 4 million
didn't see any result of the Afghans, leaving only threeeconomic sanctions either. The quarters .of the original 1978
grain embargo did nothing to · population in residency; an
help us and the Olympic additional million people.
"There is no economy in
boycott was a useless move, as
Afghanistan today. Sl,lgar, rice,
well."
Ghani said the world needs and grain are not available,
to know more about the while meat costs six times what
situation in Afghanistan, to it cost four years ago," said
help others learn about the Ghani. "Our people are
powerful Soviet propaganda _starving and they don't have
enough water. The available
machine.
"The killings in Afghanistan food is in the cities, because the
were not of top priority to the · Soviet troops are there."
A film, entitled" Afghanistan
journalists of the world," said
Ghani. "After a recent 1981 ", corrovorated the rebels'
bombing in England, we story. Soviet MI65, tanks, and
learned all about the horses helicopters were seen in action:
that were killed, their names, bloodied, burnt, decapitated,
their owners, and their ages. human corpses were pictured in
One hundred people die in living color. A burning Koran,
Afghanistan every day and no the holy bible of Islam was
shown as a sign of the
one even know they existed."
"We believe that the solution victorious Soviet Army, who
lies in actions by a group of denounce the book as a
countries, a coalition of collection of stories from
countries who would put Arabia.
According to Samad, the
pressure on th~ Sovie_t B1?,c, n?t Just the Soviet Union, said Soviets haven't been successful
because the entire country is
.
Samad.
Today, the Soviets are 300 involved in active antimiles from bot~ the Persian Communist resistance.
"We have asked for
Gulf and the Indian Ocean and
c~pable _of striking ~ny ma~or support...but what we have
01l~eld m the~e regions ~•th received is not adequate and
their MIGS w1t~out refueling not enough," said Ghani. "We
have no heavy artillery; all we
.
for the re!urn tnp.
O_ne-~h1rd of . all Soviet are given is light artillery,
armies m Afghanistan, about machine guns rifles and
'
'
50.0~0, are station~d on the grenades."
"But we are going to quit
Iranian border, while a~ot~er
lar~e percentage ar~ v1ewmg until the last Afghan soldier is
Chma on the west, said Samad. dead,': said Massul. "We are

going to stand up _for our
desires for freedom and human
rights.
Their trip to UNH and
speaking arrangements were
co-sponsored by the Committee to Stop Chemical
Atrocities and the Afghan
Youth Council, of which they
are the founding members.
"There is no economy in
Afghanistan today. Sugar, rice,
and grain are not available,
while mean costs six times what
it cost four years ago," said
Ghani. "Our people are
starving and they don't have
enough water. The available
food is in the cities, because the
S9viet troops are there "
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Keep up on
World Series Baseball Action
and the Celtics
on our

BIG SCREEN T.V.

Tues. I Thurs. 5:15 o.m.
Doan to: UNH Faculty, Staff,
Students and Community Residents

COSt: $18.00 -with

a recreational pass
$25.00 - without a recreational pass

Sian-uo: on Oct. 18th-29th
At: The office of Recreational Sports
Room 151 in the Field House
For any additional 1.nformation
call 862-2031

CUSTOM- T---SHIRT

Selectm en vote. on parkin g lot

Businesses. clubs. organizations
Hats. totes. golf shirts. sweatshirts
Many styles available
No order too small

N.H. PRINTWOR KS
J 13 I Lafayette Road

PETER C. GREIDER

Portsmo~th. N. H. 0380 I

603-43 1-83 19

MATCHI NG YOUR
SKILLS -A ND ABILITIE S _
TO MAJORS AND
CAREER·s
Learn bow to identify your
marketable skills --

Tuesday, October 19
.12:30 - ,2:00 PM
Grafton Room - MUB
Program ·Sponsored By
_
Career Planning & Placement Service·

By Beth Orzechowski
Do you enJoy fresh fruit? Or
better yet, do you enjoy picking
the succulent fruit off of the
trees yourself--judging each
fruit for ·its ripeness and
·
perfection?
It was David Hill's hope that
he could establish such a pickyour-own-fruit farm.
His project came before the
Durham Planning Board
where the permit for a parking
lot was accepted with the
stipulation that the state be
· contacted with the request that
a fifteen-hundred foot lane be
constructed for left turning
traffic.
The town felt that such a lane
would be invaluable in regard
to safety; allowing the number
of cars turning into the farm,
minimal effort and maximum
safety.
The confict lies in the fact
that the . town's selectmen and
the town's people feel the leftturning lane is necessary and
the state does not.
George Crombie, director ofpublic works, said they felt. the
widening of the shoulder for
left-turning traffic would
eliminate a number of possible
accidents which could easily
occur if such a lane were no'n.
existent.
The farm is located between
Emery farm and Wagon Hill
farm on Rte. 4 towards
Portsmouth and there have
already been accidents at the
points of Riverview ·Road and
Backriver Roads because there

THE WORLD IS. OUR CAMPUS

were no outside land -for
:
vehicles trying to turn:
The - parking lot will hold
about 42 cars and would create
definite traffic problems.
Crombie said their main
concern is that of the town's
responsibility.
Selectmen were also wary of
the situation and agreed with
Crombie's feeling that the
state's d_ecision was a ·p oor
choice.
Selectman Owen Durgan
agreed with Crombie and said
the size of the parking lot and
the traffic already present on
Route 4 would cause futher
complications.
Selectman Norman Stiles
said, "We want to be down on
record as saying that we think it
is a safety hazard, so as not to
be accused of negligence in the
·future."
Henry McCrone, the
Division 6 director and
su~erintendent of highways exp lamed a number of reasons
why the state feels such a lane
is unnecessary. McCrone is
concerned with t'he entir~ state
of New Hampshire's maintenance of highways, whereas, Mr.
Crombie is strictly in charge of
·
Durham's highways.
It is not due to monetary
reasons that the state is
rejecting the proposal, as some
would guess. The cost of the
lane, Mccrane said would be in
the vicinity of $75,000 which
Hill would be required to pay.
McCrone· explai ried the
Driveway Statute law which is

in effect for the safety and
suitability of prospective
driveways, such as Mr. Hill's.
.. Any point of conflict
between two cars, such a~ a
driveway is a prospective place
for an accident. But if we start
requiring every driveway to
have a turning lane, we would
inevitably transform each road
into a .major 4-lane highway,"
.
McCrone said.
Mr. -McCrone explained that
turning lanea are required fo~
such things as malls and
housing developments, which
are on a larger scale than that of
a fruit farm.
Somehow the whole idea of
the pick-your-own fruit farm
seems to have gotten lost
somewhere
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Spring 1983 (J~nuary 26-May 6)
Port Everglades, Florida • Cadiz, Spain
Piraeus, Greece • Alexandria,
Haifa, Isael • Bombay, ·India • Colombo,
Sri Lanka• Manila Philippines • Hong Kong
· • Keelung, Taiwan • Kobe, Yokahama Japan ·

E.e.vot

Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester at Sea offers students a superior full
semester academic program and supporting field experiences. This one semester experience is
available to qualified students from all accredited colleges and universities. ·
More than 60 ,·oyage related university courses. Faculty drawn from the University of
Pittsburgh and other leading universities. augumented by visiting area experts.
Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of China. available.
Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed. The S.S. Universe is
fully air-conditioned, 18.000 tons, registered in l{iberia and built in America.
For a free color brochure write: Semester of Sea. l iCIS, University of Pittsburgh, Forbes
Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free (800) 854-0195 (in California ca!I (714)
_ 771.-6590).

the

legalities--and perhaps it has.
But the whole idea of people
being concerned about safety
issues which directly affect
their town and state is still the
·major issue~ and whether or not
you will pick-your-own fruit, is
still David Hill's worry.

Come enjoy the dynamic
Top 40 sounds
of TANK
Friday, Oct. 15 and Saturday Oct. 16
In the MUB PUB
_Doors open at 8:00
Admission: $2.00
UNH ID/ Proof of Age required ·
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Committee walks safety paths
· Hasseltine, assistant to Greg
By Patricia O'Dell
Members of the UNH Safety Sanborn.
They found many areas,.such
Committee retraced the route
of last semester's safety walk, • as the front of the MUB and the
looking for improvements as area in front of Williamson-and
well as remaining problems in Christensen Halls, to be
the lighting on campus last substantially improved.
They found other areas, such
Tuesday night.
'
Committee members present as the rear of Fairchild Hall
at.this first meeting were Safety and the lower Quad, were still
Specialist Arthur Sweet, too dark.
Facilities Services has
Assistant Dean of Students
Nancy Schroeder, and Ron installed new lighting in many

PHOTO COPY
SPECIAL

5C

- 8½ X 11"

CAM PUS COPY

47 Main St

areas, including A lot and Main
Street. Other areas are
scheduled to recieve attention
soon. According to Sweet,
lights will be installed behind
t4e Fieldhouse ( which is now
very dark) within fifteen days.
Many of the new lights have
been installed on specially
coated poles, which are almost
impossible to climb. There is
still concern about vandalism
however, especially with
Halloween upcoming.
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GET WITH IT!
The New Hampshire
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ORIGINAL
THINKING

SECOND SESSION REGISTRATION

In the age of information technology, a company
-whose sales of $1.7 billion annually and whose
products and components extend from data acquisition and information processing through data
communication to voice, video and graphic cornmunication - is making original thinking a reality
for their new graduates.

6 WEEKS OF QUALITY PHOTOGRAPHY INSTRUCTION

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

MUSO PHOTO SCHOOL

November 2nd

IN ADVANCED AND BASIC COURSES"

Electrical and Mechanical-Engineering Majors
Make arrangements at the Placement Office.

OCTOBER 15TH -THRlJ 29TH
:MUSO OFFICE-- ROOM· 148 IN THE :MUB
COST:

$25.00---INCLUDES

HALF

SEMESTER

DARKROOM USE
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT CHUCK HUCKINS,
PHOTOSCHOOL DIRECTOR
OR DON EVA, DARKROOM DIRECTOR AT MUSO, 2-1485

88 Portsmouth Ave.
Exeter, N.H.
(603) 778-1402
(603) 778-7257

Pioneer

Cl_arion

Alpine

~

Sanyo

"PIONEER
Pioneer KP-5200, List $209
Pioneer TSX6, List $109....
Alpine 7124 .......................

$16 7

$79
$199 -

PLUS MANY, MANY
MORE! TOO MAJYY
TO MENTION HERE

;fj

HARRIS

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/H/V

$27',000
ATTENTION ALL
PRESIDENTS OF NONSAFC RECOG"NIZE_D ·
STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS
'rHE PFO HAS OVER $27,000.00
TO . HELP
DEFRAY YOUR
ORGANIZATIONS'
PROGRAMMING COSTS.

FREE
FRISBEES

&HATS

For more details dr.o p by the PFO Office
(MUB Room 146)

WOKQ - Live!
Pig Roast!
Square Dancing 5~9!
Free Coffee! Free Cider! Free Donuts!
Free Apples! Free Pony Rides!
Come See on Friday, Oct. 15th!
Store Hours·: Monday, Oet. 11 8-5/fuesda~·• Oct. J 2 8•6
Wedm·sday, Oet. 13 8 -7 / Thursday, Oct. 14 8 -8/ Friday, Oct. 15 8-10

....

during regular business hours_.

PFOC0NCEPT
The purpose of the programming Fund Organization is to serve the needs
of the non-SAF recognized organizations at the University of New
Hampshire. The primary responsibility of the PFO will be the
administration of the SAF Programming Fund. Furthermore, the PFO
will seek to increase the visibility, activity, and professionalism of member
organizations. The membership of the PFO is -open to any recognized
student organizati?ns.
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frustrating not being able to say
"It's very different. They are
what you want.,,
.
very liberal there, morally. It is
But, of course, the good far -common for people to live
out-weighed the bad.
together and have their first
"I learned a lot,,, she said, child before they get married. A
''about myself and my while ago, it was also common
independent qualities. I learned for people to get married at 15.
what other countries think That age has gone up a lot
about the us, how business though. It's up to the 20's now."
Treadwell further states that
interacts in a socialist country she would like to do some
and I learned a lot about a
different way of life."
similar work in the future.
When asked about what life
"I don't know if I will be
is like in Iceland, she said:
doing agricultural work or not
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(continued from page 2)
but I would really like to do around."
some more foreign work."
"I wanted to see the US as
Karl Heinz Luksch, a West someone who lived there, not
German graduate student and as a tourist," he said.
member of AIESEC, was
According to Luksch, the
placed in a job in Merrimack German conception of the US
with a chemical company. He is is not completely correct.
working as an industrial
"They think that the US is
engineer but describes his much more sophisticaed in
education as "a little bit about business than it really is. The
everything." Luksch came to US uses a lot of traditional
the US about one year ago and methods."
started work immediately.
.
He also feels that there is a
"I do production planning bit of confusion about the
and all that must be done to women here in America.
help things run smoothly
"They are not as liberal as
there."
they are famous for being
Luksch is from a town in the outside of the US," states
Southwestern part of West Luksch.
Germany called Karlsruhe in
"The US is very sh_o rt-term
the state of Baden-Wuert- profit minded and they don't
temberg. He came to the US care so much about the
because "I wanted to do employee. They know that all
something that would help me, they have to do is to fire the
help my future, and help me person and hire someone else.
personally. 11 you say that you Jobs are more secure in
worked in the US, an employer Germany. The US doesn't
in Germany would know that invest much in the employee."
he has someone quJstanding _ Luksch states that his job
wh<? is willing to move !}1akes a lot more money here in _

Take Charge At 22.

In most jobs, at 22
care of sophisticated
you're near the bottom
equipment worth
of the ladder.
millions of dollars.
In the Navy, at
_ It's a bigger chal22 you can be a leader.
lenge and a lot more
After just 16 weeks
responsibility than
of leadership training,
most corporations give
you're an officer. You'll
you at 22. The rewards
have the kind of job
are bigger, too. There's
your education and training prepared
a comprehensive package of benefits,
you for, and the decision-making auincluding spedal duty pay. The starting
thority you need to make the most of it.
salary is $16,400-more than most comAs a college gradu?te and officer
panies would pay you right out of college.
canc:lidate, your Navy training is geared
After four years, with regular promoto ,m~king you a leader. There is no boot tions and pay increases, your salary will
camp. Instead, you receive professional
have. increased to as much as $29,800.
training to help you build the technical
As a Navy officer, you grow, through
and management skills you'll need as a
new challenges, new tests of your skills,
Navy officer.
and new opportunities
;;,::v~;;O;;-U~T-;- ~-;;; l
This training is
INFORMATION CENTER
I to advance your eduP.O.
Box
5000,
Clifton,
NJ
07015
I
designed to instill
cation, including the
I the
□ I'm ready to take charge. Tull me more about I possibility of attending
confidence by firstNavy's officer programs.
( 0G)
hand experience. You 1 Nam,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1 graduate school while
First
( Please Print)
Last
I you're in the Navy.
learn by doing. On
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Apt. # - - I
your first sea tour,
Don't just take a
1 City_ _ _ _ _ _ Stat,_ _ _ _ Z i p _ _ I
you're responsible for I Age___ tCollege/University '
job.
Become
a Navy
I
officer,
and
take
charge.
managing the work of
:j:Year in Colleg~---- ♦ GP, ~ - - - ·.up to 30 men and the 1A . M a j o r / M i n o r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I Even at 22.

the US than .in Germany.
Treadwell found that the same
was true in Iceland.
"In Iceland," said Treadwell,
"there is much less of a salary
difference between a management position and regular
personnell. Socialism helps
eliminate a lot of class
discrimination. But they still
make less money overall than
we do here."
·
As far as social life goes, both
were very pleased with what
they encountered. Luksch said,
"It was hard to get used to
the way US people do things.
But once I got used to it, it was
fun." Luksch recently took a
trip to Atlanta, Georgia which
he describes as "a week full of
fun."
Treadwell aslso enjoyed the
social life, but noticed that
"pPople in other countries tend

to go out more in groups and
not so much just in couples.
When they go out, they go out
jsut to have a good time with
their friends."
Both were pleased with their
experiences with AIESEC.
They both agree that it ws an
apportunity to find out a lot
about themselves, their host
country and the important role
that business plays in other
areas of the world.
They also said their foreign
experience will help make a
resume look better when they
return to jobs in their home
country.
But before he goes back,
Luksch is planning to take
advantage of his unemployed
status.
"A friend is coming over
from Germany and we are
going to travel across the US."
When asked what he wants to
see, he said," All the best places
between here and California."
AISEC, page 12
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Get Responsibility Fast.

"Nov. 18th is the day we're
asking every smoker to quit
for 24 hours. And we'll help.
Just ask your American
Cancer Society for a 'Larry
Hagman Special Stop
Smokin'Wrist Snappin'
Red Rubber Band: Not
smoking
just m i g.eh
habit- forming:·
. ~
..· b
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A~Societyt

lTtliversity .ForUm
We're in a deeper valley than _y ou Inay think
Omy God! It's like wow! I mean like awesome. I
like really love it here at UNH because like the
people here are really like cosmic. I can like really
get into the whole social scene, man. The
homework--it's like a drag, like grody. But I'm like
getting used to the vibes, y'know?
I mean like the first night I got here, I was like
really embarrassed because like my roomie and I
got stuck in the elevator. You know--like you read
about. I was like freaking out! Totally. And my
roomie--her name is Trish-- she couldn't breathe.
I'm sure! No, really. It was like intense, though.
Idunno. They musta like turned off the elevator,
and like there is no way I would ever sleep in an
elevator! That's lack. I mean like gag me with a
spoon!
So like we kept pounding on the door and like
laying on the buttons and we were wicked nervous.
We're talking intense. I was like probably even
shaking like there is no tomorrow. So like some guy
from the police or something struts up to the door.
And he acts like really serious and some junk! I was
like for sure! I mean like can it, buddy and get some
help, y'know? So he like whips out his walkie talkie and like r~orts two chicks needing an .. Elevator
rescue". I was like "yay".
So then like this fire truck comes and like mega-people were standing around. I was like so
embarrassed. Idunno. So they like turned it back on
and the door opened and like Trish and I were like,
OK, everyone can like all go home, it's no biggie,
"take a picture it lasts longer!!!"
And this really like grody man was standing
there. I was like barf--out! My roomie and I said
"tanks" and starting cruising up the hall and he like
asks us our names and starts writing down Trish's
na-me. So I'm like I'm sure, I'm not giving this geek
my name and getting screwed. So I like said, hey,
man, what's shakin '? But I guess it's like routine
stuff so I had to like give the geek my name. Gag me,
baby!
Anyway, so like one night Trish and I wanted to

get really like baked, y'know plastered. So we had
some baby Mies in our room and then we went out
scouting to find some gigs.
We fell onto something big at this one apartment
complex so we said, hey buds, let's party! Some big
guy looked at us and said, "Gimme a break." He
was one, weird dude. So we 're like I'm sure! Hang it
up, dip! He like said he didn't think we could drink
and so we like laughed and took him up on it.
OmyGod! I never drank somuch--l'm talkin'mega-beer! We were like having a wicked awesome time
and like we met massive guys, y'know like you read
about.
Our friend, Andrea, was like "so" drunk and guys
were like carrvinj! her down the stairs and some
junk. I'm sure. Totally. Anyway, I thought like she
was gonna blow lunch, y'know? So like Andrea
didn't get sick but another friend of ours, Vera, she
was like so wasted she started to like, "worship the
porcelain God" and I could not take it. That is
grody to the max! I mean she meets this guy and like
the next thing you know she's yakkin' in his bowl.
No prob.
Idunno.
So like this really bitchin' guy wanted to walk me
home and like I couldn't go with him because like
Trish and I had to carry Vera home! So like I said,
"Let's grow!" We all said like later groovy dudes
and split.
And y'know that like weird dude that thought we
like couldn't handle a few drinks? Well he like
crashed· out after a while and I was like freaking
out! He wicked cracked me up, for sure. The next
morning was like gag--city. I had a wicked
hangover and all I wanted to do was like chow
down some munchies.
There's this guy Karl who parks his like van in
Tront of our dorm and it's like totally awesome
because if you get the munchies late at night you can
woof down a burger -or sub. If you want everything
on it you just say cheeseburge abuse-it.
This one zeek that was like in front of me in line

l'In okay, they're ok
I never wanted them. To tell you the truth, if I
had a choice I would give them back right now. I
don't even know where they came from; they don't
really run in-the family.
Let's face it, havi·ng big boobs is just one big
strain in the back. I can't play volleyball, because
my elb.ows won't reach across my chest in order to
be able to "dig". All my bras have at least four
hooks in the back and a wire the strength of a
telephone cable that runs underneath the breast to
provide "lift and support". And I am left with
permanent scars running across my shoulders- the
unhappy result of post-pubescent excess baggage.
It all started back in high school with the
formation of the invisible Shoelace Club. This was
an exclusive organization for those of us who were
unable to see our feet due to the generosity of
nature. Although we were teased and harrassed
about our state (let's face it, how many 16 year olds
wear a 36 double-D bra?),we were relativefy
innocent as to what the future held for us--and
them.
Little things bothered me then. Men talked to my
boobs, instead of me. When asked, "How are you,"
by a guy who'd stare wantonly at my chest, I learned
to reply, "They're fine." Eye contact ceased to exist.
If only my breasts had possessed corneas.
The older I got, the more intolerable my situation
became. What was once an object of curiosity
developed into an object of lust. Men were
fascinated by my boobs. This didn't really bother
me, until I began to suspect that they liked them
better than me.This was confirmed in time by
the number of men who remarked,at the most
inopportune time, "You've got the biggest boobs I
have ever seen." So much for romance.
The media dictate that women be perfectly
shaped, that is breasts- but in moderation. To
insure the standard, Bali has a bra on the market
designed to reduce the "full figu d" wmmtn.

_by Cheryl Coulouris
was like wasted off his mind and he said he wanted
fries--rag -em! Totaly gross me out! That is so
grody. Gag me with a spoon. I like gave him a
wicked bogus look like •~-are you on drugs, man?" so
he like said he wanted ketchup on them. I swear,
guys are like so grody to the max--they use the most
bogus words, it's like OmyGod!
I really have to like stop partying because like my
grades are not exactly to the max. I have like mega-quizzes and tests and like "no time" to study. I mean
who can study when there's like water fights and
football games and massive fun stuff like that is
really like totally yeh--rah!
I mean like my teacher gave me like 58 pages of
readiJU?: to do in two days. Do you like·rpal/ythink 1
could get into it? Freak out! I mean I don't have like
speed-reading stuff to make your eyes read like 50
times faster. For sure!!
So like I think I flagged my Chem test--it was like
"so" hard. But no prob because I can like try harder
on the next one unless like something more boss
comes up. But like I aced my chemlab quiz so like I
feel really cosmic about it, y'know?
I'm like really grooved out that I came here to
UNH because like it's awesome and some junk but
like you really_miss your folks, y'know? It's like
weird because like I really did not think I was like
going to miss them. We 're talking freedom, y'know?
But like the first tim•I called home I was like, wow,
Mom, "How are ya?" and she's like, "Cuter than
you!" Mom's a wicked blast! And like my bro gets
on the phone and he's like, "Hey, what's shakin'?"
and I'm like so spaced that he even misses me that
like I was wicked freaking out. Totally!
Well, I lik.e gotta go study for a test--barf out,
y'know? But like it's been real! Shake it easy!
Totally.

Cheryl Coulouris is a freshman from Merrimack
N.H. (not to be confused with Merrimack Valley)
She ani Moon had a wicked awesome summer
together in a condominium outside of L.A.

Busty Berth&
Clothes are created for women who -resemble stick
figures- no hips, no boobs. Androgeney prevails.
If you have ever wondered why so many large
breasted women wear men's shirts, it is because they
can't find fitting clothes in their own sex. I solve the
problem by buying old ·clothes. The dresses and
shirts from the 50's were designed for the shapely
women- boobs and all. Somewhere between the 50's
and the 80's women lost their breasts and took on a
different shape. Unfortunately, when the move was
in process, I was not informed.
There are many flat-chested women around who
envy my predicament; my mother for one. Ladies, I
would gladly give you a chunk _o f my breast if it
were humanly possible. I don't like having to bl!_y

The winding path

,

Last week I lost my Kari-van pass. I went to the
organization in the MUB which concerns itself with
students such as me and asked what I might do to
get it back.
I was provided with a detailed map of the campus
with yellow, red, black and blue triangles, lines,
arrows and circles all over it. At the end of each line,
in the circles, were written the names of various
administrators. Upon asking what this map could
possibly have to do with my problem--no way to get
to school--I was told that if I should just start at the
triangle, follow the line in the direction of the
arrow, stop at each circle and tell the indicated
administrator of my plight, I might be able to get
ho-me next week on the bus.
I shrank a little at this but ventured my next
question, "What is the significance of the different
colored lines?" It was quickly pointed out by my
considerate instructor that if plan A-- the red line-should fail, I should start with the Blue lines. If I
~t ~ • , ~ ft
eplaoem D ~ t
ll~nild

dresses two sizes too big just to make it possible for
me to button the top. I don't want to wear two bras
to exercise or run.
~
If anyone is envious, it's me. My pupils dilate at
the thought ·of wearing one of those bras that
resemble two small triangles.
There is one way to aJleviate my problem. I read
about it last week in Cosmo, next to an
advertisement for the Mark Eden bust increasing ·
program. For only $8,000 I can have an operation
to decrease my boobs. There's always the chance
that my boobs may turn out lopsided, but I think
it's worth the risk. I'm signing up tomorrow so I can
finally get this off my chest.
Busty Bertha is into (re)form.

Joshua Gordon
start on the yellow, and then the black.
Exasperated, I set out on my treks, ignori~g
classes and classwork for the day. I visited the
Primary Office for Speedy movement of Students. I
sat down until one of the secretaries in the office
hung up the phone and I explained my visit. I was
told after several calls, and consultations that
could not be helped there.
I followed my red line across campus enjoying
the 20 minute walk among the foliage and thinking
of tomorrows exam. I followed the red line, and the
blue to the end with no avail, and started on the
yellow. After 2 days and at least 10 miles of crisscrossing campus, I got half-way through the yellow
line and gave up.
Making one last attempt, I reported my·ID stolen
to the cops. Today, as yesterday, I hitch-hiked to
school and will until I can raise $70.00 from my tenhour-a-week work-study job to replace my lost ID.

r

Joshua Gordon is an avid bicyclist and a very
outspo1&fz comnfdfe'r rt!tlti'ent enatdr':
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Editorial
It's time to chang e things aroun d
Less than two years ago Ronald Reagan
aggressively attacked the Democratic
leadership for its inability to manage the
economy. Things have changed since then.
In a televised speech this week, the President
spoke as he has been ever since the fi rst pha~ts
of his economic program took effect:
defensively. More and more now, he's having a
harder time defending his actions.
We have seen all types of federal programs
and aid butchered by the Reagan
administration; help for the poor, for single
parents, for college students, for educational
and cultural programs, for states, cities, and
towns no longer exists. But talking economics
Wednesday night, Reagan asked Americans to

keep faith · in his programs and "to see it
through."
He also said it is a time to "forget politics";
yet he's been campaigning for other
Republicans across the country, and blaming
Democrats fo r t he natio n·s ailing t l:ouumy.
Campaigning for the Presidency in 1980,
Reagan asked Americans if they were better off
then than they were four years before; it was an
effective question.
But after the President's speech this week,
Democrats responded by asking Americans if
they are better off now than they were when
Reagan took office. With unemployment the
highest it's been in more than two decades, it
seems doubtful that anyone is.
The only control on Reagan is Congress;

Reagan has been able to push all but recent
budget proposals through the House and
Senate, but only after long fights and
emotional appeals. In the same year that
Reagan was elected, so were 30 ·Republicans to
the H o u se and eno ugh to give the S e n a te

Republican rule for the first time in 26 years .
Now, it's time to change that. A number of
Congressional races will be decided on
November 2; and while low voter turnout has
plagued this state and this country for years, a
recent poll shows interest in this year's election
to be the highest in ten years.
Putting Democrats in Congress probably
won't save the economy, but could at least help
protect it in the next two years.

Letters
Handler
To the Editor:
As elected representatives of the
student body, we would like to
take this opportunity to
congratulate Evelyn Handler on
her appointment to the Presidency
of Brandeis University. We wish
her continued success and look
forward to working with her for
the balance of this academic year.
Godspeed and best wishes.
Karen A. Johnson
Student Body President
T.Spencer Wright
Student Body Vice President

Red Cross
To the Editor:
It is important for your readers
to know that, in Durham, the
American Red Cross is a
hometown affair. It is staffed by
volunteers and fi nanced entirely by
membership c·ontributions.
Hundreds of men, women , and
yo ung people are D urham Red
Cross volunteers.
Ea c h March , thou s and s
contri bute membershi p fu nd s to
make Red .Cross services available
to residents of Durham and to

students, faculty, and staff of the
University of New Hampshire.
The Durham Red Cross accepts
not one penny from outside
agencies; no funds from town,
state, or federal government.
Among the services available to
all members of the Durham-UNH
community are blood services,
service to military personnel,
veterans, and their families , service
in time of disaster, nursing and
health services, water safety and
swimming instruction, training in
first aid and CPR, motor corps
service, loan of convalescent
equipment and referral. "
Directories of Durham Red
Cross services are at the MUB, the
U.S. Post Office, Town Hall,
Police and Dispatch Centers.
For information or service call
868-9692.
Sincerely
Mrs. (Nobel K . Peterson)
Volunteer Director , Public
Relations
Durham Chapter, American Red
Cross

Hood House
To the Editor:
I am writing this in response to
the letters in two of your previous
issues of The New Hampshire that
conce rned the Hood House Cold
Cl inic. T he Cold Clinic is open
from 11 a m to 3pm on Monday

Writing _letters to the Editor
l c•u(.,-, tu the· l:ditor/111 1111hlicatio11 in "/ he .\"e11 · ll,11 111>., h lJ'<'
11 111.,1 he ., (!.!_ II C'd and 11 0 l11ngC'I' thllll 111 o f>llgc., t_lp<'d. d o 11h /e .,11aC1·d
!.<·I/en mar /1(' hrought to N.00111 15 I in th e JI l B . or m ailed to:
l.ditur. 7Jw .\ e11 · llllll//1.,hil'C'. N.110111 15 1. .\! CB. l .\' II .' /)u rham.

.\ II. 038]4 .

thru Friday. During these four
hours • a nurse is available to see
students on an individual basis;
take throat cultures, provide
decongestions when warranted;
and provide a self care cold packet.
Limited self-care is also
available at Hood House from
9am to 11am at the Pharmacy and
3pm to 9am in Clinic I. From
limited self care, a student receives
a Cold Packet. This packet
contains 24 asprin or Tylenol
tablets, 12 salt packets for
gargling, l package of lozenges,
and complete directions on how to
use the packet and take good care
of yourself. Self-care is available
by filling out a card with your
name, social security number, date
and time. This card only takes one
minute to complete and is not
transferred to your record at Hood
House.
If a student's schedule does not
permit him / her to go into Hood
House between 11 am and 3pm, but
he / she still needs to see a
physician, he / she may be seen at
any time in the Walk-in Clinic. The
student must follow normal
procedure by picking up his/ her
record and waiting unt il a
physician is available.
I have been assured that during
the peaks of the cold season the
Cold Clinic 's hours will be
extended and that it will and is
budgeted to operate during the
weekends if need be.
The purpose is to have 24 hour
care available to students wh ile at
the same time making it quick and
easy for those students with busy
schedules to obtain treatment for
the common cold. I ha ve
investigated and used the system
and have found it to be very
effe ctive.
Jamie Rock
Health a nd Human Serv ices,
Chairperson
Student Senate

Speak out on an issue!
Write a letter to
the editor.
Room 151, MUB
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Aftermath of th~ Tylenol scare
WASHINGTON - No one will ever know
how many Americans took Extra-Strength
Tylenol last Thursday evening, only to hear
Dan Rather announce that the pain reliever
had just killed several Chicagoans.
Yet the poisoned-Tylenol murders have
given many of us pause. They were not only_
cowardly, but also a reminder of how
Americans pop pills like candy. Indeed, had

would prevent pre-purchase tampering with
the product.
Yet, packaging changes won't mean much to
the compulsive pill-popper. Such characters
will continue to indulge in the powders and
potions that promise peaceful sleep or instant
relief. In many ways, they are victims of a
culture that lowers our threshold for pain.
U n fortunate 1y ,, it sometimes takes
extraordinary tragedies to make us see that
·weakness in ourselves.
Footnote: The October issue of Prevention
Magazine reports that those with slight fevers

some of the Chica.go vict.irn,3 not fallen prey to

ma.y uvt wa.ut tu U:1k.c paiu k.ilku, aftc1 all.

this all-too-common habit, they might have
escaped their tragic fate.
Take, for example, the case of Stanley
Janus, 25, and his 19-year-old wife, Theresa.
They'd just returned from the deathbed of
Stanley's brother, Adam, 27, another Tylenol
victim, when sorrow prompted them to look
for an anti-depressant. But did they down a.'
shot of whiskey or sip some tea? No. Both
reached for the Extra-Strength Tylenol and
later died at the hospital they'd visited hours
before.
·
Meanwhile, 12-year-old Mary Kellerman 's
only problem was an itchy throat, for which
her father supplied Extra-Strength Tylenol.
Even commercially-minded pain-killer
manufacturers don't list itchy throats, let alone
depression, on product labels.
In the coming weeks, the deaths of Mary
Kellerman, the Januses and three others are
likely to spur public demand for factory seals
on over-the;-counter medicines. Since 1972,
child-pr~of safety caps have helped to cut
almost in half the number of deaths due to
improperly-ingested pills. Presumably, seals

University of Michigan researchers have found
that body temperatures of up to 102 degrees
Farenheit may help strengthen the immune
system. Aspirin, they found, might hinder the
healing process.

By: Glen & Shearer

Although California's Republican Attorney
General George Deukmejian trails Los
Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley, a Democrat, in
the race for that state's governorship, White
House officials apparently think that, with .
some extra effort, they can push their favorite
over the top. Vice President Bush is now
scheduled to make another appearance on
Deukmejian's behalf Oct. 23, only two weeks
after his last visit. Good luck, team.

How about the Garment Workers? Monika
Wulf-Mathies, 40, has become the first woman
to head West Germany's largest trade union,
the 1.2 million-strong Public Service and
Transport Union .. In the United States, there
are no independent unions or AFL-CIO
affiliates headed by a woman.

· OH 't'OU

PooR Bo'r' ...
JUST L__OOI(. WHAi 'THOSE
DEMOCRATS HAVE
DONE TO YOU

Sen. Jeremiah Denton 's charge last week
that Peace Links, a women's nuclear arms
educational network,- was directed by the
KGB, earned the Alabama Republican no
points among Senate colleagues (many Senate
wives are members of the group). Nonetheless,
it was Peace Links founder Betty Bumpers who
most eloquently refuted the senator: "We are
not going to be intimidated by McCarthysim,"
said the 57-year-old mother of fhree at a
weekend conference of college students here.
"We are not going to be painted red if we
question something about this country.

Fasten Your seat Belts. The Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) has proposed
controversial changes in safety rules allowing
airlines to regulate themselves in the areas of
maintenance, equipment and training. While
the "regs" won't necessarily take effect for at
least three months, John GaJipault of the
Columbus (Ohio )-based Airline Safety
Institute says new rules would encourage
airlines to forego backup radios, airconditioning equipment and auxiliary power
supplies -- anythin~to lighten loads and speed
gate departures.
"If the FAA makes the changes but monitors
the airlines, it could be a good change,'' said
Galipault in a telephone interview.
"Historically, however, the FAA hasn't been
too good at that sort of thing."
Pennsylvania has become the latest state to
join the computer age. By 1984, all 8th graders
in the Keystone State will be required to take a
computer competency course.
Maxwell Glen and Cody Shearer are
syndicated columnists.
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(continued from page 2)
under doctor's orders. With a the girlfriend next to me, and muscles, and abrasions.
giggle, she pulled up the covers then I heard the brakes and
Lockard says a traffic light
to expose her petite feet clad in turned and I saw her(Lockard) would lessen the possibilities of
red and white striped socks.
going up into the windshield accidents on Garrison and
She says she was never so and fall back to the ground," Main Street.
happy as when she could move she said.
•• I was really surprised. I
her toes and know she'd be able
Perkins screamed her always used to think it was a
to dance again.
friend's name and ran to where pretty safe corner. An accident
The thought of seriously she was gaining consciousness. shouldn't have occured," she
hurting Lockard and not being
"There was a time when I said.
kept up-to-date on her don't remember anything,"
UNH Alumni Dave King,
condition was what "really Lockard said, "and then I woke who had come to visit Lockard
upset" Brunner. ·
up and saw a bunch of people before he knew she "had been
"I talked to the police on around me. I didn't feel bad destroyed" said UNH should
Thursday and they said she 'cause I guess I went into stop spending money on police
could have broken her pelvic. shock."
directing traffic and put a light
Even on Friday,- I had no idea
At first Lockard, her best up instead.
what was going on, and she had friend, didn't even know who
King says something should
been released from the hospital she was, and Perkins kept be done to prevent accidents
·Thursday afternoon. They telling her, "I'm Kathy; I'm such as this one which could
made it sound a lot worse than here."
have left his friend paralyzed.
it was," she said.
The sight of the crowd
"To me, the thought of being
Aftf"r the ~ccident , Brunner

says she stood back away from
the commotion.
· "I didn't go near her. I was so
upset, I would've made things
worse. I thought, 'My God,
what have I done? How could I
have not seen her?"'
UNH ·sophomore Kathy
Perkins, the friend Lockard
was on her way to meet, had
seen Loc~ard drive by on her
moped. f
"I went to say something to

peering

down

at

her

embarrassed Lockard.
"I wanted to get up 'cause I
was embarrassed. And then I
found I couldn't get up so that
sort of settled the problem," she
said sheepishly.
Although this is a first for
Brunner, Lockard's been in a
accident before. She says she's
lucky because she didn't break
any bones in that one either. .
This time she suffered a
concussion, some ripped back

pnra.lyz:cd would be wv1 ~c lliall

students were changing classes,
but Brunner says there's
usually a cop around and she
thought there'd also be one that
morning.
"I'm not scared of it
happening again, but it'll
definitely run through my
mind whenever I pass through
there," she said.
Although Brunner says
better safeguards are needed at
Garrison and Main Streets, she
doesn't think a traffic light
would help because there's little
pedestrian traffic when
students aren't changing
classes.
Sergeant Robert Prince of
t:NH Public Safety says
policemen direct traffic from
7:45 to 8:30am, 11 :40-12: 10pm,
17·4';-l·l"pm , 1-1·30pm , and

at 4:45pm.
death:" said Lockard.
Although classes normally
But she also says she'd rather
be hit than hit somebody in a begin at 9:40 on Tuesdays and
accident. She feels bacause of Thursdays, there isn't a
her injuries that Brunner is policeman in front of T-Hall to
control traffic at that time.
taking a lot of the blame.
Prince says Public Safety has
Brunner thinks so too.
"I kept thinking everyone considered putting a traffic
was blaming me. It's an light up on Garrison and Main
obvious reaction; she's the one Streets in the past, but because
he is not "an authority on past
who got hurt," she said.
The accident occured when history." He could not say why
hght was never installed.

DOVER
ICE ARENA
Stick Practice
Mon.-Fri.
11 :30-1 :00

Public Skating
Mon.-Fri.
10:00-11 :30 a.m.
Sunday
3:00-4:30
110 Portland Ave.
on
Kari.:van Route
"Dover A"

100 INNIN G

MARATHON
BASEB ALL GAME
UNH vs~ Nasson College

Sponsored By McDonalds"
of Raymond N. H.
Id~
RT. 101

LI

All Baseball Fans Stop At McDonald's 1n Raymond

When Judy Lafferty prepares for a
race like the annual
cross-Iowa run, she
makes sure her bike is
in perfect shape.
She inspects and
adjusts every part. She
tunes and balances
the whole machine, so
it can go the distance.
Because she
treats her body the
same way, she discovered a lump in her
breast a few years
ago.
She discovered it
early. And these days,
85% of early breast
cancers can be treated
successfully.
Judy has since
had reconstructive
surgery, too. And she
feels like herself
again. Alive, vibrant,
ready to get on her
bike and take on the
world.
Judy Lafferty is
just one example of
the kind of progress
we're making against
cancer in its many
forms.
The American
Cancer Society takes
some credit for that
progress. But credit
won't finance our
work.
We need your
money to help us win
th is race.

SHARE

THE COST

OF LIVING••

See You at UNH Brackett Field on Sat.
COME AND ENJOY

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.

(!
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Arts & Features
U.N.H. Theater presents_ musical " She Loves Me
· By Laura Brennan
At ten o'clock on Thursday
night, Johnson Threater is
buzzing. Director Carol Lucha
Burns leads her cast in a
discussion of what makes a ..
character likeable, while set
designer Vanda Karolczak
tends to her set in paint-stained
sweats and leg warmers.
The crew is cleaning up.
"We're all cleaning up," says
Cathy Carberry, who plays
Amalia Balash in the bright
musical "She Loves Me,"
which opens Tuesday night.

grow to love one anothei:
through anonymously sent
letters.
The Pen Pals arrange a time
to meet, shocked to find that
they are the cat and dog coworkers of Maraczek's
Parfumery.
Set in middle Europe near '
1930, the set is colored with lots ·
of chocolates, grey, and pink.
The n;iood is romantic, but
Burns hasn't fought much for
Period Style.
"Ideally, the actors playing

''

the lead should be JS yea.,~

The students have been
rehearsing the show for six
weeks a long time for
Carberry, who in summer stock
theater put shows together in
two weeks.
In summer stock, all we didwas theater," Carberry says.
"This fall, we 're dealing with
classes and grades, pulling it all
together at night in rehearsal."
· Carol Lucha Burns seems
pleased with the efforts.. Self
described as a double-strength
Sagittarian (kind, but blunt),
Burns is relaxed in the front
row, carefully molding her 7th
mainstage show.
"She Loves Me" is the story
to two "Dear friends" who

old," Burns says. "that would
give them the maturity to carry
the period.
"I think it's important now to
build believable relationships,
rather than asking for an
impossible quality," she said.
Cho re o gr a p her "Lisa
Silveira has done a marvelous
job," Burns said. The soft,
elegant steps she's created
compliment the lyrical score.
"And Carberry - what a ·
voice," she said. "The audience
will go nuts."
According to the cast, the
fun is working with Burns.
Says Carberry, "She's
impressive ... her awareness of
cha_~~cter development ~nd

UNH Theater production "She
October 19 in Johnson Theater.
general knowledge ... she's never .
at a loss for help. And yet. wh,;1!
she says is not final; yo~ take
what .she says and make it wo~k

Outing Club cl,,anges image

Loves Me," starring Stephen Schofield (kneeling), opens

for you."
ever seen.
Imagination and hard
Tickets are available at the
\YOJ;'k ... pulled together to create MUB ticket office through Oct.
a show as lively as UN!{ has · 23.

•
American in
London

Hampshire Outing Club has rather than a large partying By Lisa Provost
- then hang together like lint
decided it is time to change its experience." As Dave Enos LONDON-"You are not balls.
added, "smaller trips test tourists," said Dean
image.
Simpson
-jog · for miles and -miles in
"We're trying to change our peoples' abilities more."
in
her
orientation
speech
here
Hyde
Park because we 're too
Other
changes made this
image," says Joann Stemmerat
Richmond
College
in
proud
to ask directions for the
mann, New Hampshire Outing year include the opening London.
way out.
meeting,
which was held in a
Club president, adding, "We're .
She assured us that, as full-are the only ones jogging.
doing things more responsi- workshop style. This allowed time students, we can consider
-look
the wrong way when
prospective
members to get
bly." The New Hampshire
Does rockclimbing appeal to Outing Club officers feel that "ideas where they could ourselves residents of London, , crossing the street.
-point. at things and, in our
you? Would you rather spend NH OC had gotten a bad specifically get involved," said England. One of the blokes!
your week-ends bicycling reputation. According to Stemmermann. This method 1 Immediately I felt I had been flat voices, yell "Wow! Look at
through the Lakes Region? If Business Manager Dave Enos, . proved more effective than the raised to a higher, less tha-at!"
conspicuous, level. As a
-take forever paying for one
you are nodding your head to NH OC had developed "a preyious mass meetings. _
"resident" I assumed that I tacky postcard trying to figure
either of these questions, you reputation as a ·party club."
There is a new logo this year wouldn't
be placed in that out which coin is the IOp and
may be one of the 740 members
(replacing the Old Man of the humiliating
category of the which is the 50p.
of the New Hampshire Outing
One of the changes is in the Mountain) which demonst· -get p.o.id when "queueing"
Club, UNH's largest student format of the ·freshman trips. rates the variety of activities the American tourist. (Typically,
organization. It is also the This year, Stemmermann · Club is involved in, such as they are characterized here as for 20 minutes in a bank line
oldest on campus, established ,explained, "the emphasis was canoing, bicycling a_nd __even ~ being pushy, loud, money- (nothing is computerized)
oriented, camera-happy and while everyone else calmly
in 1926. In 1982, the New · 'o n a intimate group experience
OUTING CLUB. oage 18
tasteless.)
.
reads The London Times.
What a revelation-I could hit
-whimper for cold lager in
all the tourist sights and not be the pubs.
snickered or sneered at! With
-groan when "Eye of the
my Welch coloring and auburn Tiger" (1st song) plays for the
. hair, I would simply melt into fifth time on the jukebox.
the British background.
-keep ord~ring french fries
' Since that day I have spent instead of "chip's" no matter
most ofmytimetryingtofigure how many fimes we're
out what Dean Simpson was corrected.
talking about. Everytime I
-demand coffee, not tea, in
· venture further than the school the morning.
steps it becomes immediately
-are the .only ones who won't
obvious that I couldn't be any go to McDonald's. We'll eat at
more conspicuous if I strapped the join( down the street that
· a neon sign to my back that serves kidney pie and loo~ like
flashed ~•y AN KEE!"
we 're enjoying it.
No matter how hard I try to
-are the only ones with
contain it, my Americanism Fisbees in the park.
, oozes out.
-swear in public - a definite
At first I thought it was just "NO". in . l(ensington.
our clonish dress (Levi's jeans,
-order kegs for a party, not
clever t-shirt, Nike's and · realizing that the only kegs sold
, knapsack) that isolated us. But to the public contain warm,
in a month's time I've learned flat, real ale:
that there are a few other things
-put our knives down and
that blow our British cover. change hands with our fork
We:
when-eating, a step the English
-talk louder , than most see as totally unnecessary.
· Britains yell.
-ask for di_rections to the
-travel in droves. Americans
Kerstin. van der Merwe displays some of the New Hampshire Outing Club's sundry equipment.
~eem to attract each o~hg and_ .
LONDON, page 18
( Carolyn Blackmar photo)
·
By Patricia O'Dell
Stretch! Farther! Dig your
fingers into a crack in the rock
and pull, while pressing your
toe into a small indentation.
You sweat from your
exertion, despite the chill in
the air.

----

a

1'!/1
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Pagan ·rites observed in .Durham · ---OUTING· CLUB----Last Friday night UNH
students below were observed
participating in a bizarre pagan
rite remanicent of those held by
Celtic Druids in the Fourth to
Tenth centuries A.O.
Dressed in the ceremonial
garb- of blue tops, symbolizing ·

the air, and white and blue
kilts, symbolizing the water, .
these· atavistic celebrant
formed bizarre structures with
their bodies and chanted a
series ~f hymns to their God.
Speaking in foreign tongues,
these worshipper~ uttered such·

odd prayers as, ··Go Wildcats,"
••Get psyched to go nuts," and
"Beat Bucknell:"
Several observers got caught
up in the fever of the prayers
.and uttered slogans and
devotionals of their own.

.
· .
_(continued from page 17)
According to Stemmermann, it
skydivi?g, ~s well as hiking and
rockchmbmg, which most is a "matter of how interested
people expect of an outing they are and how mu~
club.
motivation they have."
A Leadership Training
The Alpine Club, developed
pr?gram has bee~ instituted last year is an example of a subthis semester which should club. President Dave Mention
become a permanent part of the describes the Alpine Club as a
' Club..
••meeting place for people with
Office hours have be_en similar interests." Alpine Club
expanded, making the office . members see themselves as
op~n every <:fay. Stem~ermann cooperative adventure rs,
believes this makes it more which Mention explains
available as a "resource center" means' "we don't have any
,for members.
leader, we don't have any fees."
:.. ~11_ . these changes are
Some things within the Club
md1ct1t1ve ~f the larger change, remain the same. Two cabins,
one of philosophy, that has one in Jackson and one in
taken place in the New Franconia are available for
Hampshire Outing <;:lub ... As members t~ use, individually as
Stemmermann explams, . w~, well as in larger groups. There
don't have any boundanes.
is also an equipment room,
f'luh mPmhpr,;;; ;::ire ~ree to from whid1 111c:mbers can rent
devel_op a sub-club . m any such items as bicycle helmets,
·s pecific area of mtere st. skis, snoeshoes and water
bottles.

-----LONDON-----

Bizzare pagan rites· held in Durham. (Henri Barber photo)

UNH Celebrity Series

eaHI JY/neene·
First Prize Naumburg Flute Competition-1978
Lincoln Center's "Great Performers" Series-Four Years
FeaturedonNBC's "Today" Show-April 1981

8 p.m. Friday, October 15

Granite State Room, Memorial Union
University of New Hampshire
General Public $7, UNH Faculty & Staff $6
Senior Citizens and NH Students $5
All Tickets at the Door $7
Memorial Union Ticket Office
Monday-Friday 10a.m.-4p.m.
603/862-2290

( continued from page 17)
subway, rather than the "tube"
of them said, "I saw an
and end up in the pedestria~ American wearing those horrid
walkway under the street.
·iittle gaioshes (d.uck~booti)
-scream "You're American
today. 1 wantea to say I ou re
aren't you?" everytime w~ not in America now. You can't
recognize another American wear those ugly things here."'
attempting to appear casually
Duckboots may be unpolcosmopolitan.
ished, like our accents and our
I have been determined since beer. but they serve the
Day I to suppress my purpose. Some of our habits
em bar ras sing A me ri ca
can do with refinement, but
t e n d e n c·i e s . La st we e k , definitely not replacement. I
however, I began to realize that may be a resident, but I'll
· they're only embarrassing always be an American one.
because they are different.
I think I will jog to
I was behind two English McDonald's in my duck boots
girls on the stairs in school. One tomorrow.

Students intern in Washingto n
By Barbara Coakley
Are you interested in
working in Washington, DC
for a semester and earning
credit while you ·re doing so?
If you 're a second semester
junior or senior, the
Washington Center for
Learning Alternatives
(WCLA) may be the alternative
to traditional coursework on
campus.
The W CLA is a Washington
DC-based internship -program
through which students earn
credit and work as professionals four and a half days a
week .
Interns are placed in such
diverse settings as the U.S.
Dept. of Commerce,AFL /
CIO, the Smithsonian,
Common Cause, and the
National Institutes of Health.
Housing (located 2½ miles

from White House), a term1o ng academic seminar ,
orientation, counseling and
placement are included in the
program.
Above all, students are living
and working in our Nation's
capital, a major center for
political, cultural, int~rnational, and historical studies.
Placements are multiple and
varied and the intern is
involved throughout t_he
process.
Areas of placement include:
Political Affairs, Social
Services, Women's Issues,
Labor Relations, Congress,
Arts, Museum and Theater,
Environmental Policy,

Consumer Affairs and many
others.
The WCLA also offers a 2week symposium program
through which students learn
the inner-workings of
Washington. This is accomplished through workshops, onsite visits and guest speakers

(topics vary).
If you 're interested in
learning more about the
WCLA program, the WCLA
Campus Liason and a former
intern will be holding a general
information meeting, tonight
5-6 p.m. in McConnell Hall,
Room 203.

Seafarer's Tavern~
presents

GOLDENAIRE
formerly Billy & Dani

every Thurs. and Friday .
Fogelberg, JT, originals and more.
At the Port O'Call Tap Room

University Theater

TOUCH DOWN
AT
TOP DRAWER

presents _

FOR
VINTAGE
CLOTHING!!_!

the musical by Jerry Bock and
Sheldon Harnick

University of New Hampshire
Durham

Directed by Carol I.ucha Bums

General: $4

Musical direction by
David Seiler and Nanette Arnstein

USNH students, employees,
alumni; Seniors: S3

October 19,21,22,23 at 8 p.m.
October 20 at 2 p.m.
Preview: October 18at 8p.rn.

Preview: St

Johnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Center

270
STATE ST.
PORTS.
10-6

Reservations: 862-2290
Dinner Theater Pa~-kage
New England Center Restaurant

MUSO PROUDLY PRESENTS THE CONTROVER SIAL ...

JOHN STOCK WELL

A .former CIA agen~t in Africa and Vietnam.
Stock-well is an impassione d critic
of American foreign policy.
Tuesday, October 19
Granite State Room---MUB

8.00pm

Admission: $1.50-students
$2.00-rion-students
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Classified Advertising
-o nly 81.00 in

(continued from page 3)
the opportunity," said Maxey. at _Bali Island in Indonesia~ "I
David Long, UNH history thought I was going to cry. A
professor was an instructor on monkey jumped on my back
the Semester at Sea program. and stole my wallet. I got my
.. It was the best teaching money back, but he ripped my
assignment imaginable," said wallet to shreds. I never even
Long. "In some aspeets it was felt him do it, he ws a
more laid back than here at professional pick pocket!"
UNH, but in others, I had to
.. If I had to go back, I'd go to
work ha-r der because I ws the Orient," said Kelly Lynch,
teaching courses I'd never also a participant of the
taught before."
program. "Well, I don't know,
Long also said that the I'd go to Greece too, because
repoire between the students they had great food there. It
and professors was on a much was all bakeries."
better level.
The process for applying for
.. you live, eat and drink with the Semester at Sea program is
the students, you can't help to fill out an application, have a
having the one-to-one 2.5 cum or above, and get the
contacts," said Long.
application in ·as soon as
Even though there is an possible.
emphasis on academics, there is
"It's really a first come first
still a lot of time left over for serve contest," said Boudreau.
flln.
rwo presentations will be
Alison Smith, senior given in the MU B next week on
physical education major, went Tuesday and Thursday from
on the trip.
12:30 to 2:30 up on the balcony.
She said once while she was
WA V~S, page 20

The New Hampshire

MUSO Presents....
~

0

£Xp -

~

.

Sunday, October· 17
NO MORE SUNDAY
NIGHT LETDOWN--SPEND IT IN THE
MUB PUB!

Ross University

Thursday October 21
.

BATTLE OF
THE
AIRBANDS!

Schools of Medicine
and Veterinary Medicine

Now accepting applications for study leading to
degree in both Medicine and Veterinary MedicineA

Courses taught in English. Programs under guidance
of American Dean utilizing American curriculum.
Transfer students accepted. Semester begins
March 1983. We are an accredited school and listed
in W.H.O. and affiliated w~th U.S. hospitals for
clinical rotation. Dire3i inquiries to: ·
Ross University

In the MUB PUB
Admission: 50(1; Doors open at 8:00
UNH ID/ Proof of age required

Portsmouth, Dominica, WI. Attention: Mr. Butler
or Caribbean Admissions, Inc.

16 West 32 Street, New York, N.Y.10001

Scope Presents

THE

PAT
.METHENY
GROUP
Nov. -14th
Field House

8:00 p.m.

Tickets on Sale: MUB Ticket Office
!
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-------- RATJ, Y.----~ ccontinued from page 5)
Hunting" signs on the right.
a puzzle, and had to count the ·
We counted signs and poles,
spokes in some partially buried
but Mike finally realized that
wagon wheels.
there was only one left on that
On a road called Wednesday
road.
Hill Road, we had to count all
We went about 5 miles on
the mailboxes on the street. At
that road looking for a closed
this point in the race I didn't
fruit stand. In my rear view
know if we were ahead or
mirror I saw that another Road
behind because we had·n 't seen
Rally car, a blue camero, was
another car in about 15
closing fast.
minutes.
Then, the camero stopped,
We caught up with a whole
pulled a three point ·turn, and
lot of cars at the Lee Country
headed back in the opposite
Store. Everyone was in the direction. I was only hoping
graveyard opposite the store
that they bad gone the wrong
looking for the headstone of way and not us.
Jonathan Thompson, whose
It was then; half a mile later
date of death was an answer to we hit the fruit stand and
one of the questions.
picked up the next' to the last
Every time someone would clue.
find his headstone and leave,
We h3;9 to go to McDonalds
the others would try to figure
in Uover and use the pnce ot an
out where they had last been. I Egg McMuffin and sundae in a
was the third person to find it, mathematical equation that
and I had to be very sneaky to would give us a phone number
wander far enough away from to get the final clue.
the headstone before bolting
We had to call from a specific
for my car.
phone booth (they would not
The directions from there give us the clue if the number of
were simple: get the mileage..o f the phone booth we were
three revolutions around the calling from was not the right
Lee traffic circle (it only took one).
me one and a quarter
The last clue was our
revolutions before I realized I undoing. We had to count the
could clock the mileage for one number of gas pumps on
revolution and multiply by gasoline alley, and at the end of
three) head towards Durham, our count, bear the following in
take the first exit north,' and mind: long road search soft ride
take a left when the number of she left showing revealing
telephone poles along the road license just m.
was twice the number of "No
We had been doin_g quite well

until then, but we were baffled
by this clue. We drove around
for at least half an hour trying
to figure it out.
We looked for a Long Road;
there is none in Durham. We
went up Durham Point Road,
thinking that it may have
something to do with the
opposite of soft. It didn't.
We got discouraged because
we-only saw one other rally car
during our time in Durham; a
blue Honda that had been
pulled over by the Durham
police for not being registered.
Finally, we had to resort to
the ultimate cheat. I called the
phone number again and asked
for another clue.
I guess I'm not ready for
Mensa. The clue was
aecipherea using only the first
letter of each word. ""L" stood
for left, "R" for right, and "S"
for straight. _We finished seventh out of
ten cars, completing the hour
and a half course in a little over
two hours. I didn't even stop. to
find out how many of the
questions I had gotten right
since we had more than a half
hour in time to make up.
After the race there was beer,
pretzels, lots of stories about
what went wrong, and talk of
another rally this spring.
Next time, Mike LeDuc, the
Millenium Falcon, and I won't
be so easily fooled.
RALLY, page 21

OYS~ER BAR
AND
HA·P PYHOUR
OYSI'ERS 25C
aAMS 25C
Plus free hors
d'oeuvres
and live
entertainment
every Weds. thru Fri.
4:30PM-6:30PM

Wildwood
lounge

at the .MW england ccntct
Jttolfotd aucnuc, dumam, n.h. (603) 86z-sa1s

on - loina .Orientation
erouo

··················~··········· ······························· ·

Durham Bike

Thursdaus lrom 12-1 om,
Oct. 14th-nou. 18th
at the CathOIIC Student
eenter

19 Jenkins Court
Durham- 868-5634
HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9-5, Sat. 9-3

Ti1ne To Get In Shape
For Cross Country Ski Season

it's purpose is to provide a place for
commuters and transfers to meet and
share thoughts, experiences and
, questions in six weekly meetings

Edsbyn And Roleto Road Skiis And Poles
Bicycle Rollers / "Racermate" / Turbo Trainer:
New or Used; Sale or Rent

All Cannondale Bike Bags Anq Panniers

20%

Off

Reg.
Sale
$345.00 $285.00
Fuji Roayle 19", Red
Summe·r
$410.00 $340.00
Lotus Classique 23", Blue
$280.00 $199.00
Fuji GTSE 25"
I "_ _ _ _ _.....,.$350.00 $299.00
_ _ _ _ _ _ _L_o_t_u_s...E.c_Ia_ir...2.....
Remaining Brooks Shoes: $10.00 pr.
Protog Tights: $35.45 pr.

End Of
Bike Sale

UNH

COLD CLINIC
IS

NOWOPEN I

Health Services

Hood House

Open session Thursday October 21st for
those who would like to join our group!

For more info. stop by or call the
Commuter/Transfe r MUB Rm. 136
862-3612

Permanent_Fund_s Are Available Thrqugh
The Student Activity Fee to any
recognized student organization
on campus
Requirements:
~. The organization_must be
'recognized by the University
Student Organizations Committee.

3. The organization must serve
an interest that all students can
potentially take advantage of,
without any adjustment of
personal beliefs or values.

2. The organization must be open
to all full-time undergraduate
students and all A.A. Degree students.

4. The organization cannot
duplicate the goals or services of
another SAF funded organization.

Limited Self-care available
9 AM - 11 AM at Pharmacy
3 PM - 9AM at Clinic
Hours in effect during peak Cold Season

Applications: SAFC Chairperson Jim Singer
SAFO Office, Room 154 MUB

Application Deadline: Friday October 22, 1982
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The
Gordian

·COIYIICS
-~y BRION O'CONNOR

HEY GUYS/I

LET ME G-UESS,JAY,,,

you' LL NEVER.

You GOT ~EAL HAHMEREI)

BELIE.VE WHERE

AT BINKY '.S PUNCH PARTY
AND MANAGED Tb FOJD
YouR WAY TD BOsro~,
WI-IEJ<E you PASSE'D OUT

I EN0£D UP
LAS, W£EJ(.END/

HO ... THE
PRODl6-AL

AT TH£ N.E. MVARIUH ~

ROOM!£

RETURNS!

-,

' ~•

..---------50ME" SeAL

GEEZ, THATS NN1fl> AR~Y
CALLED TO TELL
At1A7.IN6-!
How PID you You THAT HE

FIND ovr
fill THAT
STUFF?

I

FOUNl> yavf..
.rzot> SWEATE~

AND A Ml~OF
TOPS IDffS IN
HIS !.Rf.Ar.FAST!

MYG-OD!

... THIS

lOOLPISE

NOTMY

THE.END OF

11.oD!I

CIVIL1ZATIOtJ N:i "JA'I

-7

!(NOWS IT/

T

I

~

,.. .....

'

J3R.IOt-J O'Cot,.,\tJ

SHOE ~

By JEFF MacNELL Y

BLOOM COUNTY

By BE~KE BREATHED

IT1S FOR AN €XClTIN&
GOOPr.JAY,
Ml55HA~.

1 HA\/€ A

WONt:e{FVL
INV rmTION

~YOU.

\

f>JeNING 'WITH Ml5~
51B/6WUA5.1H€
~AL INUVP€5 A

COUPC£ Of CH~%
WH0~5, A GOOP

5£.ASHf;R

. ANl71H6N A RIDE
BACK 10 HIS MC£

NO
1HANKS,

FOR AQVl6T
B/6NIN& OF

N€CKING. \

NECKING.

Pe.CKlN<i.

('IO.JfE•••

I

\

Knot
By· M.L. Sleep
Can you tell me where to
tune to get radio shows? E.B.S.,
Durham.
You 're in luck. There are
presently a lot of shows to
· choose from.
Far, far away in a distant
galaxy there was a movie called
STAR WARS. Now, STAR
WARS comes to the airwaves.
A radio series based on the
original characters and
situations created by George
Lucas will be broadcast on
WBUR National Public Radio
at Boston University on 90.0
FM.
l he series will feature Mark
Hamill as Luke Skywalker and
Anthony Daniels as See
Threepio, re-creating their
original roles. The music was
composed and conducted by
John Williams.
·
For shows of a more classical
nature, you can tune to Granite
State radio, WEVO FM 89, for
the telling of Homer's
ODYSSEY.
It starts October 17 and runs
on consecl}tive Sundays at 7
p.m.
For mystery buffs, WEVO is
also airing THE ADVENTURES
OF SHERLOCK HOLMES at
8 p.~. on Saturday.
Then, for the gourmet sci-fi
fan, there is the HITCHA.IKER'S GUIDE TO THE
GALAXY at 8:30 p.m. on
Saturday evenings, also on
WEVO.
Last, but not least, WUNH
carries CELESTIAL VISIONS
on Wednesday at 10:00 p.m.
p.m.
Do you have a question you
want to ask?r????? Address it to
the Gordian Knot, Cf O the
New Hampshire, Rm. I 51, the
M.U.B.

Reproductive
Health care~

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU '

-

l/STeN, ai1W;, Plff()(ff
ff;f;/J;/lS ON A S/0 PeR
PH!l! 711& ~ OFFS!.. lJIJTK£EP

1 6/JY fllaM 7H£.l/PON. NJ ltAKS

7Hl3 /JE,Lf UNT!l tve MAK& {){jR
~ IS H&R&!
' MOVe !

i

✓
~

Ya/MR.
GfXX).lOOK,
SlACJ<MFIER? 7lfN

rM Al Fm't1. (Mffe. Hflt70
Al'S oetl IN

-r:pe:f'I

WN.

t,

~---

A team of
health care professionals
offering
GYNECOLOGICAL
SERVICES in
all aspects of
women's health care
and gynecological
surgery. including
- office female
sterilizations and
PREGNANCY
TERMINATIONS.
All sen·ice~ proYided by
an OB ' GYN surgeon and
profcssiona lly
trained staff
SERVICES ALSO INCLl'DE

*
*
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TAK£{)VS<,/SN7/T? 7Hl5 6/JY UP
I CATEJ?eP ave IN TH& BATHUP IN ARMONK
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Birth control counseling
Pro choice
pregnancy coumeling
* FREE pregnancy testing
* Evening hours
* Sliding fee scale
Complete C0:\1-IDf:'.;:l 1/\1 ITY

Gregory C. Luck
M.D. Prof. Assn.
152 Court Street
Portsmouth, N .H. 03801
60:J--136-6462
Hours:

:\'londay - Friday
9am-;';pm
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OLD FARM PUB

( continued from page 1)

tion," Handler said, "many
new initiatives have been
started at the University. And I
believe that these - the revision
of general education,
international studies, honors,
the improvement of student life
and strengthening of those
academic programs cited in the
Master Plan - are well
underway and in the hands of
capable administrators and
faculty members."
Interim Chairman of
Trustees, Richard A. Morse
said, "We know that · she will
· bring the same energy,
leadership and deep commit"We are especially apprecia-

tive that during Dr. Handler's
tenure at UNH, the teaching
and research mission of our
University has been championed and strengthened," he said.
· ·· uunng tne time I have beenat UNH, I have devoted all of
my energies to serving what I
believe to be the best interests
of the University community
and this state.I will continue to
do that until the day I leave,"
Handler said.
Stebbins said, "Her
commitment to excellence in
higher education will leave a
lasting effect on UNH. We are
ment to quality education that
has characterized her

Open 6 PM
presidency of the Univers"ity of ·
New Hampshire."
Watch U.N.H. -Hockey
. sorry to see her leave, bui look
forward to her continuing
On 7 Foot T. V.
leadership for the balance of
the academic year."
Happy Hour 6 PM - 8 PM
Student Body President
3 Pool Tables
Karen Johnson said, "Al- _
though I feel a loss for the
34
Members and Guests Only
Loc~;~-~~08 Oover
institution, I wish Presdent

......- -.....-:.-.-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■";.";.-.-■-.-■-;.-;.-;.""'■";.";.";.-■-■-■-■~'"""■il'""'■-.-■ii--~--,~
of luck
the best
Handler
she · ~
time and
to the
forward
look
has left here."
"Her tireless efforts on
behalf of the students, the staff
BEIN THE
and the faculty of the
University of New Hampshire
FOREFRONT
will be long remembered,"
Morse said.
OF TODAY'S

-------STUDE NTS----( continued from page 1)

something that seemed like a
formality," Woofenden said.
"We figured we'd save at
. least a few hundred bucks
anyway," Gilman said, "and
even more next semester. We
know we'll be saving money . .
Todd could be making money
off-campus with his part-time
job."
"I just assumed we'd be able
to get out second semester no
problem/' Gilman said. "We
thought we'd be able to get off
campus the first semester even
with all the red tape."
According to the two
students, Residential Life
suggested they. try to move ito a
triple room to save money.
"The treatment is uncompassionate," Gilman said. "They

just don't give a damn one way
or the other and I didn't expect
that kind of treatment."
"When people petition (to
break their housing agreement)
we ask them to support their
• reasons for wanting to move,"
said Anthony Zizos, assistant
director for administration.
"We ask them to submit an
itemization and we focus on the
change in financial resources
available to them," he said.
"We research and investigate
their claims."A cc or ding to Zizos,
Residential Living .does not
receive state funding or any
kind of funding and the
department is self --supportive.
"There is an issue of managing
occupancy. The number of

people living on campus
support us," he said.
"People sign up for housing
and use us as their sure thing,"
Zizos said. Once the student
arrives and finds a cheaper
apartment, they want to move
off campus, Zizos said.
"For every student who does
this, there is a person who was.
denied housing who could have ,,,
moved in," he said.
"It doesn't make us totally
insensitive," he said. "Tragedy,
medical reasons, and financial
resources suddenly affected
(such as a loss of financial aid)
are valid reasons. n
•iwhen people ask to move
on campus we're asking them
to think seriously and commit
themselves," he said.

TECHNOLOGY
AS AN AIR
FORCE
ENGINEER
Our engineering officers are planning and
designing tomorrow's weapon systems today.
Many are seeing their ideas and concepts
materialize. They have the finest,_· .state-ofthe-art equipment to test their theories. ,The
working environment is conducive_t9 tesearch.
And Air Force experience is second to none.
You can be part of this _dynamic team if you
have an engineering d~ee. Your .first step
will be Officer Training sthool. Help ·us shape
our future as we help you start yours. Be an
engineering 9fficer in the Air Force. Contact
your Air R.ttce recruiter ar- 603-625-- 4737 ·
TSgt. Bob Fouqu~tte. Call Collect. .

'

A.great way of life.

PUBLIC NOTICE #0702
2 Days Only
Sat., Oct. 16~ 11 am-8pm
Sun., oct. 17, 11 am-6pm

Ramada fnn
Silver st., Dover, N.H.

$39
1OO's Genuine Leather Coats - Jackets
Genuine Fur Coats
'49

Genuine Fur Jackets
1 29

Mnny other itemH m·nilnble - limited qunntities plense

Men's & Ladies Newest Fall Fashions
a l Selections From '19
S peci_
,.

SORRY NO PERSON-AL CHECKS

rain or shine first come first served

.50.00IIIIIIIIUII
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_(continued from page 2)
and are merely the sum of their W.A.P., is the . propaganda million dollar a year business.
sexual parts. circulated by Hitrer's Germany
It's not just confined to the
-Women are inherently which eventually ended with porn magazines either, says
masochisti_c and enjoy sexual the extermination of six million W.A.P. Pornography can be
violence.
Jews. Another example is the found on album covers, movie
-Women's bodies should be method by which American posters, billboards and fashion
available to men at all times.
soldiers were taught fo view the magazines everywhere. It has
-Male sex inherently North Vietnamese as "Gooks". become part of our way of life,
involves aggression.
which, says W.A.P., makes it
Women against pornograp_!1According to W.A.P., these y feels that it is this type of even more of a problem.
myths are responsible for the conditioning that could be
Studies have shown that
objectivication of women. responsible for the increase in violent T. V. programs can
· Objectivication, says W.A.P., violence against women.
incite actual violent behavior.
is when one group denies all
"Objectivication renders the W.A.P., believe~ that violent
similarities with another group concept of sexual violence pornography can have much
and accentuates slight meaningless. After all, states the same effect, especially on
differences. This causes the first - W.A.P., "you can't commit men already harboring hostile
group to view the second as violence against an object."
or violent fee'lings toward
sub-human and treat them
However, despite the
women.
accordingly.
obviously negative effects of
W.A.P. does not seek laws
An example of this, says pornography, il's still a four restricting or outlawing the
production or sale of
porno,1lraphy as well as the

U.N.H. INTERNATIONAL

Cordially Invites
lH~ THURS.

STUDENTS

-~ HEAU
ifii~

to a dinner to be held at:
Richardson House
on Oct. 16
call:
$1.00
Chris
From 7-11 P.M. members
Eaton 202
868-9667.

·

1n
ME,,..hL

.' ·:~ .nu"'-r~1~t:'!:L~~L~':se@

MONT .

Get with itl

$2.00
non-members

The New Hampshire

COME MEET THE WORLD-

s1 .25 ·
ENTIRE FAMILY ~2.50

~!

I

GET IN THE ACT WITH
THE 1983
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT I.D. CA_RD
WE HAVE THE
LOWEST AVAILABLE
UNRESTRICTED
AIRFARES FOR
STUDENTS

-------------

I

I

I NAME.
I
I
•
I ADDRESS______________ _

I

·

CITY

-- - - - - - , - -

I
1.
I

DUNCIL TRAVEL SERVICES I STATE_ _ __....fp___
(617)497-1497
· - ___________ - ·

references from the candidates
professional peers.
Semi-finalists are taken to
- Boston where they are
interviewed.
The finalists tour the
University System, and meet
with System staff officers and
members of . the Search
committee, according to Hose.
The purpose of this is for the
candidate to size up the
institution and get to know the
various administration official,
Hose said.
According to Paul Holloway, chairman of the Search
Committee, the Committee is
looking for "An outstanding
leader, one who is sensitive
toward the educational field."
The Board of Trustees has
the final decision on the
selection of the Chancellor.
The Cl]ancellor is essentially
the chief executive officer for
the University system,
according to Hose. The
Chancellor is also responsible
for:
-Representing the University
System to the Legislature,
general court, public, and
governor's office.
-Handling legislative aspects
of the University System.
-The Chancellor chairs the
Administrative Board which is
composed of the presidents of
the University System.
Ferguson is presently serving
as President of radio Free
. Europe/ Radio Liberty. He has
been there since 1978.
Before that, he was President
of the University of
Connecticut from 1973-1978, ,
and the President of Clark
University in Worcester, Mass.
from 1970-1973.
He was the American
Ambassador to Kenya from
1966-1969.
Ferguson directed VISTA in
Washington, D.C. from 19641966, and has done extensive
work with the Peace Corps. His
teaching experience dates back
to 1950 and includes teaching
or administrative positions at
the University of Pittsburgh,
Cornell University, Clark
University, and the University
of Connecticut.
The 53 year-old candidate
earned his J.D. law degree from
the Universtiy of Pittsburgh in
1957, and both an MBA degree
( 1951) and a BA degree in
Economics ( 1950) from Cornell
University.
He has engaged in
numberous consulting
activities. both nationally and
..interna tionaHy, and · has
published extensively in the
fields of higher education,
public affairs, and law.

I

Time Comm i t,m en t: about 3 -4
hours/ month, spent getting to know
other corpmuters

VISIT US, OR WRITE FOR
YOUR FREE 1983 STUDENT
TRAVEL CATALOG
AND ALL SERVICES OF
THE COUNCIL ON
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL
EXCHANGE
.
12117 MASSACHUSETTS AVE., #21
HARVARD SQUARE,
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02138

Be A Commuter Advisor
Requirements: commuter status and a
desire to participate in a new program
designed to provide support, disseminate information and get to know other
commuters in you,r town.

WE CAN ALSO HELP YOU
WITH
- YOUTH HOSTEL PASS
- EURAIL PASS
- BR/TRAIL PASS
- TRAVEL BOOKS · .
- STUDY ABROAD
!NFORMA TION
- WORK PROGRAMS

position of Chancellor at the
University of North Carolina
according to John Hose,
executive assistant to the
President.
Since then, the selection
committee has narrowed the
field down to five finalists,
althou_gh this number is
"flexible", according to
Peterson.
The selection process is long
and is taking longer than
expected said Peterson.
First, the candidate is
nominated, and, if they accept
the nomination, they send in a
resume to the selection
committee.
The committee then ::1sks for

STUDENT ASSOCIATION

ALL

( continued from page 1)

groups that oppose it. They do
feel however, that education is
a much more effective way to .
deal with the problem. They
feel that porn is a serious
problem that effects women
everywhere.
According to Janet
Jacobson, several of the
members of the Women's
center are forming a Seacoast
Women Against Pornography
Chapter and will begin their
work by showing the slide show
they presented Thursday night
in surrounding towns. Anyone
interested in joining or helping
with the presentations may
contact Janet Jacobson at the
Women's Center.

For more info: call or stop by the
Commuter/Transfer Center MOB Rm
136, phone 862-3612

·Commuters in·· touch with ·
CommtJ.ters ___,__.
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CLASSIFIED
w_anted_l[HJ

-H-elp

HELP WANTED : PART-TIME positron
available for college student to represent
t ravel company on campus . Earn
commission. free travel and work
experience. Contact: Beachcomber Tours,
Inc . 1325 Millersport Hgwy . ,
Williamsville, N.Y. 14221 , 716-6323723.
Housekeeping Department needs a workstudy beginning early morning hours.
Reasonable pay., Ca ll Laurie Landry at
862-2656, for an appointment.10/26
MEN !--WOMENI
JOBS ON SHIPS!American Foriegn.No
experience required. Excellent pay .
Worldwide travel. Summer job or career.
Send $3.00 for information. SEAFAX,
Dept. 0 - 14 Box 2049 Port Angeles.
·
Washington 98362.10/15.
TUTOR- female for 13 yr. old 8th grader.
Subjects : English & Algebra . Twice a
week i n Exeter . Must have own
t ransportation . After 6 :00. 778 0717.10/ 15.

To that terrific Engelhardt trio : Thanks for
all your hard work and moral support
during Homecoming-I needed it!
Homecoming was ~ore than worthwhile
if only to have met you three ... Now I'm
finally beginning to understand football,
got to the infamous VIP (ahem) have that
wonderful aromas of St. Pauli Girl
eminating from my rugs (oops). N.H sill
beats N.J .. firemen are great people(alias
hose-ers) and perhaps what's most
important ... ! now realize what an
important species sheep really are (even if
they don't do windows). Hope this is the
beginning of a great friendship - you guys
are the BALLS. Love, that Massachusetts
farm girl. P.S. Fire alarms should be
striken from the face of the earth and
Mich Lite labels can be very interesting.
Reeeeeet. sit back. D.A. Too stoned for
class? E-man and the hamstring.?
Kakappoppoo-breensklop orp I Marcumu,
apple pectin kid (or peaches) ERIC
WEINRIEB BIT MY ROOMMATE! Dave
Spin - blow it off (just once). Girls from
628L - Love ya all. 3,000,000,000 killers
and 1 little dyke. -Breetsky.
S.P.- Hey Lowiel I can't bel ieve you are
going to be 21 . Do you rell)ember my last
h irthcfay] Anti vv:ihhit] W"'II vv"' ' II h::ov"' tn

U.N.H. Department will discover the best
wholesale office supply prices at the
U.N.H. Bookstore. 25% off retail. Compare
and support your University store.
Free Beer & Wine party to start off the
New Year with a BANG on the ride to
Montreal Canada! Join us for an entire
weekend of celebrating .· Fantastic
discount! Bring all your friends and sign
up now for reserved space. Call 8681529.
To Eugenia Conlon who always wanted to
get a personal but whose fans were
always too busy sending Reese's &
carnations. Make me ill or what! How is
Brucie babes? Not all of us are so
fortunate to see our lovers every weekend
- how's life with a married woman Barb?
Get ready for our outrageous weekend!
Bring Choe. Love, Miss B. P.S. IWR.
Etten :- Bellen Watermelon! To my goof
attatched at the hip - you know what I
could go for? Mmmm, me too! Needa hug
from "W"? I miss Rick - haven't heard that
in a while, huh? It's been a rough week
but we made it through with a little help
from No Doz, PBJ's, and trips to Sop & Av
and the C.J. Shall we induce? Starting
tommorrow! A .N.'s ya! Let's get off the
wall! Du11 'l have lUV you a ,n,cc"c11ll ah.>11c

Happy Birthday Cathi Here's to: Jenny &
Greg, Pizza man, Oreos, let's blow it off,
happy hours & happy times. We love you.
Mr . .Jess Sherman - Let it be known and
recognized by the students reading this
paper that if we capsize in the God
damned Atlantic Ocean I am going to kill
you! Sincerely, Susan Rayno.

Hey Jess--try not to make toe many waves
or Paris might be flooded. T.O.
Pi Mu Epsilon math Honor Society
general meeting for all members. Place:
Math lounge. Kingsbury M313. Date:
Mon. Oct. 18, 7:00 p.m.
To one of the girls covering the corner,
don't feel bad for confucious say,
"Buttons that fall off of one shirt may be
sewn onto another.-" Just don't run out of
thread! Cheerio, King Henry. P.S. Forget
about Muscle Man.
Spanky and Slappo, Keep up more of the
same! I'm certain you haven't forgotten
how ...Maybe you wimps will pay a little
less attention to Dave and more to me; but
I realize this is asking a bit to much ... Cute,
blonde and sexy.
Workstudy Students - 'We want you" to
apply for positions now open in the MUB.
Apply in administrators office, MUB .
10/26
To Cindy our "Cute" hall director - can 't
thank you enough for your creativity and
clothing in the final hours of our float
construction. You 're a megawickedawesome hall director and an even better
friend! -Much love, the Execs:
Amy, I know who you are and I'm very
disappointed.
One Hundred Fifty Bucks! We did it. We
survived the cold and rain! JD and Hunter
are the balls! Thanks to all you guys who
made it a memorable weekend. Next time,
yes next time. the dance w ill be at our
place ... and we'll go crazy all over again
(especially Joey)!!!
To the men of 321-A, great party
Thursday night. but there were more
skirts than zippers! Gretchen and Kim are
.._,
still looking for husbands. Lisa.

do yours up right too. Maybe next
w / o me! Love, me.
weekend will be good provid~d you're not
R-To my one & only so far away,
at some keg party at UNE. Have a great
memories of the past and thoughts of the
birthday on Oct . 16th . Say hi to everyone.
are gonna see us through. Miss
future
Buddy.
those study breaks- 126, TV hugs, cabin
Bri, if I get sick this weekend, you can take
times, " Stars" and hearing my " LG." But
Cozy One bedroom apartment with
care of me. If you get sick, I'll take of you .
it won't be long now before we can do it all
f ireplace in Durham, Grad student or staff
Deal? Spice.
again. Karl's subs, the pine tree & a big
,nember, $340 per month, includes heat,
_ bottle of wine await you! Hurry up and fly
Volleyball? Mens Volleyball? Let me tell
no pets. Available Nov. 1. Call 2- 1853 or
home. (No tears th is time - I'll try). I love
you about the " great" mens volleyball
868-2483.10/ 15
you, P.
team: First they're run by two of the most
For Sale. Big black beautiful Honda 5504inept. unclassed, slimey, ignorant,
Dear Kappa Sig - Thanks for a wonderful
stroke. Runs great. Powerful. Exhaust
human deviants in this school! Brian has
Homecoming! We had a great time with
rusty. Includes faring and Arai helmet.
a 1.0. onlyequalledbyawalnut. His ability
Richie, Ned, Joe the EE major (we 're just
$800 or best offer. Must sell. Call Dan at
on the court is only surpassed by his
you a hard time you know) and the
giving
749-4584.10/ 15
" Fine" personality. He's twenty four
all the rest of the brothers!! By the way
years old and still a junior, of course basic
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/ year round.
who is your president?? Looking forward
Europe, S. Amer., Austral ia, Asia . All
nail-bit ing is his hardest class! You 're OK,
to more fun with Kappa Sig - soon. Love
F i elds . $500-$1200 monthly .
Brian. Bruce, who is back for the coaching
the Devine women .
is indeed a fine player, however his
Sightseeing. Free info. Write JJC Box 52Dear Richie - Kappa Sig doesn't know
NH . Corona Del Mar. CA, 92625.10/ 15
human skills are quite lacking. He stands
how lucky they are to have you!! If you
around the court in a semi-conscious
1977 Volkswagen Rabbit Custom .
want to change there's always a spot
ever
Hey Kamaras - Thanks for blowing off the
daze and the few words that he does
Regular gas. Excellent condition iriside
for you in Devine (ooh baby!) Don't know
cookout Thursday and Homecom ing
mutter are less understandable than
and out. No rust. $2700. 228-0560 after
why we didn't win the float contest - you
weekend. Don't worry though, I saved you
Einstein's third theory. The rest of the
5.10/ 15
were so charming! Oh well. be looking
a burger and a beer in the frig. For the next
players: Scotty, Steve, Dave, some idiot
soon.
again
you
with
working
to
forward
For sale- Delicious. fresh apple cider.
you come visit. Thanks for the visit,
time
called Stuie, a tall goof named Chris, to
Love, "Devine " HC.
Only $2 a gallon. 20 gallons available. If
Rocky . Love Huey.
name but a few, are all contenders for the
you 're interested contact Todd Dian Room
worst athlete of the year award. I've said
A unique experience combining
SKIERS- the New Hampshire Outing Club
320 Huddleston Hall. (2 -2199).
qu ite enough! Good-luck guys! "Max".
academics, world travel, and world
is once again coordinating the SKI 93
culture! " SemesteratSea",comefindout
1972 Chevy Malibu : $250
College Ski week, held January 16-21
_ Desperatey needed: two men and four
what it's all about! Representative in
Needs a flew radiator because someone
(last week of Break!) 5 nights of lodging
women. to keep us women warm this
MUB Tuesday Oct. 19 and Thursday Oct
backed into the front end. Was work ing
and all day lift tickets for Cannon, Loon,
winter . Our house is cold but our hearts
10/19
:00-2:00.
11
from
21
fi ne, 70,000 miles. New battery, new
Waterville, and Bretton Woods for ONLY
are warm. Please call Trixy or Jo at 742points and plugs. Call 868-1478 or 868$99.95. For more info. Come to NHOC
2050. Offer may be extended according to
Sigma Nu Pledges - I have no doubt that
9872. Ask for J.0 .
office MUB Rm. 129 or contact : Janis 2performance.
lambda pledge class with be the balls. Get
1606, 868-9720 or Monica 2-1319, 868·
ready for a wild six weeks.
1975 Honda civic $600.
Hey Yogi Bear .. .5 great months today ..
9678. Act Now •.$40 deposit due soon.
Has rust on body, great interior. 82,000
who could forget them? Water Gun
" An Even ing on Broadway!" The U.N.H.
miles , runs good, has j ust been tuned up,
DONT MISS this Saturday and Sunday
Game. May 15. 1982.. Arcades, cleaning
Hotel Administration Program presents
has new plugs. Call 862 -1300 or 868glass ... the two for a dollar rings .. . I love
this special event on Fri. Oct. 29 and Sat. · inthe MUB PUB, with TANK top 40 rock
9615. Ask for John.
roll Sunday night the NOW SOUND
and
the one I'm wearing, but when do I get the
Oct. 30. Highlights include a gormet
EXPRESS will rock you with your
other one? Oct.8, Sept. 4. April 1984.. .so
. dinner, live music for dining and dancing,
MUSIC MAN 75-112 GUITAR
fc:tYorites . Doors open at 8. Student and
many dates and so many plans ... New
. and a Broadway Musical Review. Tickets
AMPLIFIER- 75 watts, 1-12 inch
proper ID's required.
Jersey, the Breakers .. .so much to share
are $13.95 and may be purchased at the
speaker, 2 channels- ONLY 3 MONTHS
together ... let's make it a lifetime ... You 're
MUB Ticket Office. Phone the ticket office
OLD!- Built in Phaser and REVERS with
To our majorly awesome roomi, aliasJ.J .•
have
don't
we
if
cares
who
...
nice-a-boy
a
at 2-2290 for additional information .
foot pedal- master, volume for superb
another Tom? We flagged a good one.
any money ... all we need is each other ... l
natural distortion- Tube and transistorwe're such zipperheadsl WAKE UPI
Lambda Chi/DZ Co-Rec Football - Go
love you, goldilocks.
Asking only $350.00. Call Matt 749Cookie Jar run, Babywewereborntorun,
.
Team Goll!
2031 .10/ 15
OK fine. 69 in reverse. On our way to
FRESHMAN CAMPERS! 35 of you have
every
For
:
Reasoning
of
Law
Third
Xeno's
Huddleston . We missed you this
not paid for the banquet. If you want to
1971 Datsun 510. Mechanics special.
point there is an equal and opposite
weekend. Your Fellow Loungettes.
attend, get your money in now or you 'll
Needs body and brake work. Engine runs
counterpoint.
have to read about it. Love the Execs.
well. $400 or best offer. Call 868-5064.
We're planning an escape weekend to
Club
Ski
UNH
Bums!
Ski
Attention
celebrate the New Year in exciting
MOLLOY continues : But in that case
1969 CAMARO. Runs great, body needs
Organizational meeting on Wed. Oct. 20
Montreal Canada! Come join the Party!
surely our testicles would have collided.
work. Asking $ 1000. Call Tracey, 868All
127.
rm
.
p.m
8
at
Smith
Ham.
Great discount price! Sign up now for
hers
held
she
while we writhed . Perhaps
9882. Keep trying.10/ 19.
members and those wishing to sign up,
reserved space. Call 868-1529.
tight in her hand, onpurpose to avoid it.
please come. 10/ 19
SCUBA GEAR- Oacor steel "72 " tank,
She favored voluminous tempestuous
Work Study Students - any ceilings
Oacor regulator, buoyancy compensator.
shifts and petticoats and other
Winne - I Wuv You . Wisa .
needed to fill limited positions now
Men's • medium wet suit, women's
undergarments whose names I forget .
a
being
for
Thanks
sweets.
Hi
Laura
available. 10/26
medium wet su it . All equipment
They welled up all frothing and swishing ·
super roommate and putting up with my
inspected and in excellent condition. Call
· (outlaw?) Ladies of McLaughlin.
Dear
and then, congress achieved, brol<e over
irrationality. I love you a lot. Lisa.
Rus at 431 -2000 x278 days, 436 -9251
You're more fun than St. Pauli Girls. The
us in slow s'cascades.-- Brought to you by
nights & weekends.20/ 19.
Carole - Hi big cuz. Putsue.
Engelmen want to thank you from the
the Bumfagging Old Boys Club.
1977 GMC ¾-ton van, 350 cu .in. V-8. 3
Girlfriend Wanted: No experience · bottom of our.. .hearts. And if we can't do
KEEP UP THE GREAT JOB SUE WALL
that...seriously, Friday night (and Sat.
sp., Standard transmission. 24,000
necessary. Must be willing on Monday
AND ANN PATRICE DOHERTY!!!
morning) was the best (or the balls?) It's
original miles. $2750. 1977 Lil'Cat cargo
nights at sunset. To qualify should posses
Mr. lmm igratin Man : just because our
amazing what you can do with plaster,
trailer . 12 ft. trailer, with 8 ft . fully
the following : Blonde. Bruntte, but not
nickels have bears and our quarters have
and duct tape. Thanks for a
styrofoam
enclosed box. 15" wheels, elecfric brakes.
blue or brown eyes, shapely,
red.
bright
deer doesn't mean we're not made of the
great Homecoming. Let's get together for
$550. Call 749-3962 evenings &
Bum - yes! Must have one. Nothing
talk
just
we
...
Georges
your
as
stuff
same
some sheep tipping sometime. The
weekends.10/ 19.
smaller than D need apply. One more
a little funny, eh? Ask PiERRE truDEAU .
Engel...men. P.S. Keep next year open for
thing, must be able to find you way home
WALNUT BOOKCASE for sale. 70" high,
Also we do move than make ice cubes- we
"Heads off to the MUB."
when IT's over. Can you satisfy our R.A. ·s
30" wide .. 12" deep. BRAND NEW. Can 't
melt them . Ask Maggie T. Votre amie,
needs?? Go find out in the Swinging
Dearest E,ngelhardt Men. Thanx for
be used because no room in our
L'Hoser Quebecois. P.S. I'm legal! Call of
Single 's Penthouse suite. Bill, we hope
making Homecoming '82 something to
apartment (already have two set up, come
immigration I May green card's home! and
you change your mind about Monday 1 remember. Is it possible to build a float in
see them) $65.00. Apt. #55, Olde
no-dammit my father's not an eskimo and
nights or about something else, then
less than 10 hours? You bet. Anything is
Madbury Lane. 749-2340.10/ 15.
I like seals alive and well .
maybe " WE " can qualify tool!!
possible with a few shop-and-rob boxes,
1974 Toyota Corrolla S.W . AM radio, A.C.
Hot fudge forehead rides!! According to
black shoepolish and a helluva lotta
some
Justine: I wish I had more free time this
automatic plus 2 snowtires inspected and
the leading sexual researcher in the
imagination. And yes - you can fit a 5ft.
semester: I'd spend it with you. You're
ready to go! Asking $850.00 or BO. Call
Western hemisphere, BLJ. of Huddleston
hat thru a 4ft. door. Special thanx to Judd
very nice. Dave.
Kyle at 659-2265.10/ 19.
Fame, " The forehead is the most erotic
for the use of your truck. So glad that
Hey AGR Men. When·do I get my bid? An
part of the human body. It's the most fun
For sale: Stereo Cabinet $30. 2 strobe
McLaughlin's made its way to Area II. you
interested bartender!
you .can have w ith your pants on! "
lights. $15 . Popcorn popper $10.
guys are SUPAI -Love McLaughlin.
Canon
$20.
8,
size
boots
dingo
Womens
J . Broccili, Thanks for the fun at AGR's
Reeves. Rober, Beth, Susan, Kelly and
Tigger? Winnie the Pooh? What is this
AE-1 auto winder-brand new $60. Call
Homecoming, and the radical trip to
Katrina--thanks for making my birthday
Kindergarten? I've read a lot of personals
749-3107.10/ 15.
Portland ... Had a great time! .. Hi Ahab!
special--Much love, Maureen .
but I've never heard of anyone being
Trapish.
octopiied. Is that a new one? How do you
TINDA LILTON-You pizzaholic you! Save
do it? Tell me more. Christopher Robin's
Did you know that used textbooks are 29%
some for us, huh? Mister A.I.A.
Bear.
Teddy
Bookstore.
U.N.H.
off list price at the
Hey BIRDMAN, Happy 20th birthday!
Hey " Wilbur" Lover - Happy Birthday to a
Why pay list price at the Mall? The U.N.H.
Come on over and we will celebrate with
great roomiel Your love life is in perfect
Bookstore has Christmas books for
beer bongs and ice cream crepes. Love the
conditlon .So you have twice as many
· everyone on your list at discount prices.
Hostesses with the Mostesses.
LOST: Olive green plaid wool jacket with
things to-celebrate on your Big 201
duck pin in lapel, somewhere around
The University Bookstore has over 130
Interested in traveling around the world
Austin - You lovable ragamuffin. You are
lower MUB parking lot. Please call 862different gift calendars in stock. Shop now
but cannot take time off from school?
Hot Sh*t. C'mon over and win back some
2236 and leave message for Janet.
while selections are excellent. All at 20%
Check out Semester at Sea!A unique
pennies sometime. (could have been
off.
global' 'experrecne of' a 11tet1me .
STOLEN: From studio still.- life set-up, one
. worse--coutd have been ¼'s. You know
Representative in MUB Tuesday, Oct. 19
pair of rubber boots (brown). They belong
Happy anniversary to Sandra Fort and her
how good I am with those.) I think the
and Thursday, Oct 21 from 11 :00 - 2:00.
to my 3½ old son who would like dry feet.
S.P. I didn't want her to go four years with
world of you kid, even speechless---0.
10/19.
Please return to art office PCAC. (No · out 1 personal. Love your roomie. ·
Here's somethings to think about: You
questions asked).
Need something to do Saturday? Browse
TO THE MUBRAT: ·who sent the dozen
teach best what you most need to learn.
the U.N.H. Bookstore and discover a world
Lost : Between James Hall & downtownroses- I don't think that this written note
Knowledge does not guarantee wisdom,
of reading at discount prices. Open 10-4
. silver chain w/ silver rabbit pendant.
of thanks can do Justice to your kind
everything is an illusion.
every Saturday.
Great sentimental value . Reward for • gesture. The flowers certainly were a
return . Please call Barbara at 742-1789.
surprise!! Thank you!

[_•_.:r't.._..._l~

I_P_ersonals--..J][j]

.,

Meg, we had to send you this personal
because we haven't received your new ·
address. We know it's on floor B, but we
don't know your cubicle number. We need
t<? know. where to forward the personality
pills and that booklet you've been waiting
for - how to wear Polo Ponies withou
getting carried away. Can we assume you
know who this is from?
Puff-1 :.How is sunny Calif. treating you?
. I'll make a bet that just 15ecauseyou're not
at good old UNH anymore yo4 thought
you'd never get another personal. I really
enjoyed the cow card I I'll have to come up
with something to top it. Just you wait .
This is only the beginning. Say hi to that
gorgeous hunk of a boyfriend for me
(although I still haven't met him in person
yeti) and although he's a pike-I'll forgive
him. Don 't get too tan ...l have to wait until
March again for mine. Study hard(ha,ha)
and don't drink too much (ha, ha, ha) and
I'll be sending you a surprise soon. Love
ya and miss ya- Puff #2.
Key- I'm in serious likelihood- SCRIBIT.
Nun, if you can't take a joke: would we be·
assuming too much to think that you are
readng this? We wouldn't want to jump
into your shoes, but we don't want to tell
you how to aot. f:'.ar be it from u~ to loll yuu

how to feet. We love You, Huggs & Kisses.
Don't presume this is from us.
To Jane- Thanks tor coming- Do it againsorry I wasn't in. Dam-Dam.
Amy- Thanx for the call. Sorry we didn 't
invite you to our happy hour. Maybe you
·
cou1d stop by this weekend. 2 0 0 .
G NF-OK Goose, when are we ever going to
play raquetball? Happy late I yr. Love, Cin.
Cin- Next time, I talk on the phone first and
you pay for the call.
Ed- Hi ! Love, Carol. ( Exciting personal, eh?)
Benny- how's your bedpan?
Parking is now prohibited on the entire
campus.
iitw many Hop-skips does it take to get
Stone?
Cin-Cin, Happy hours will never cease as
long as we're here! B.K . and movies
afterwards t!Jis week? Sna-Sna.
"The most wonderful thing about Tiggers,
ls Tiggers are wonderful things ..."
And one of these days I hope to find out! In
the mean time keep your eyes, and ears,
open, and be sure to check your WSBE
mailbox Monday morning. As always,
Pooh.
Sue Zephir- -Hope you had a great time at
.Bid's Night-and the morning raid (now the
shoe's on the other foot!) Get phyched for
more crazy times at DZ. Love, Cathy.
Mark- Here it is-your first personal! Told
you I wouldn't forget. Now you owe me one!
Had a great time last weekend and also last
night. Don "t forget about our date tonight if
you don't have too much of a hangover.
Love, Cathy.
Rick- Hang in there. Things can only get
better! I love you. L.
Laurie, Lynne, Kellie- Have a great time at
home tonight, 111 miss yuz! Be prepared to
celebrate upon your arrival Sat! Love yuz- A.
Terry 8 .- Has the jinx left you? I hope so .
Chin up woman. Love ya-A . PS. who's

Mike?
MSB: Hope you're prepared to have a wild
and crazy time in Boston this weekend ... deja
vu, huh? Bloodies at 3:30 ... be there or be in
Sigma Nu! Your buddy.
Is the Communist Party representea nere
at UNH . If so, pleas~ give some
indications. I'm interested. To those who
aren't look around and see where
capitalism has got us. Read Ma.rxl
Equality and Security.
Gamma Ray - What's the weather
report ... Know any new hot tunas in
town .... lf so, send 'em over to the TSE
Clinic. We Love You . The Alpaca Bunny.
Happy Birthday Steve Parker - October
17.
Cynthia, You're beautiful!!! Hope to see
you soon, I'd love to get better
acquainted!! Love - U - Dave.
Jessie - Hope your trip to Hawaii is
wonderful! Thanks for your last note. Yes,
you are right a touch would be nice. I was
disappointed, you didn't send a picture of
your tan line. Paul
Steve - I had a great time th is weekend .
Hope we can do it again sometime!
Workstudy Students - Limited positions
available in MUB~ Apply now with
personnel coordinators in Administrator's Office, MUB.
Trish, I believe in Dutch Treat, Now
Alimony! Or at least some dividends on
my investment. CaJI E.F. Hutton, I'm
listening. and broke until Friday. Thanx
The Jack of Hearts. P.S. Got a cigarette?
Brother's of Lambda Chi - Thanks for a
wonderful Homecoming weeke.nd. We
enjoyed working with you on the float and
had a great time Saturday. Look forward
to the Halloween festivities with you and
the little ·uns. as well. Love the sisters of

oz.

0 . Here's totheoddestfriendshipt've ever
had. Hope it works out for the best. I can 't
imagine why it wouldn't. R.
For Sale: Volkswagen Bug
4744).

f972

(749-

Dear Resi Life, Where the Hell is out
Heatl?I Engelhardt.
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eary 's· three goal s lead s UNH ·stick wom en
By Todd Balf
Laurie Leary's third goal of
the week pushed the Wildcats
past the University of Rhode
Island women's field hockey
team 1-0 yesterday in Kingston,
R.I.
The tri-captain also scored
both goals in UN H's 2-0 win
over Bentley on Tuesday. This
week's victories give the
Wildcats a respectable 1 4-5-2
record.
. Both URI and the Wildcats
- were scoreless in the first half.
But 17 minutes into the second
half Leary received a penalty
corner off the stick of fellow trica ptain Joan McWilliams and
fired it ito the Ram net for the
lone score· of the afternoon.
Robin Balducci recorded her
third shutout of the season for
·UNH, making 13 saves. The
Rams also had 21 penalty
corners which they failed to
score on.
The Wildcats registered 11
shots on net and had IO penalty
corners. Always a strength for
UNH, the Wildcats seem to be
. converting _on the penalty
corners of late with both goals
on Tuesday also resulting from
them.
In Tuesday's game the
Wildcats played a strong first
half against Bentley with both
i
their goals coming in the first
half and off the stick of Leary.
•
Leary was moved to t!ie front

t

i
i

1 Netm en
!

!

11111'<

line to give the offense some
much needed punch.
Leary's first goal came after
her penalty corner was
deflected by a Bentley player
into the net. The second goal
was a little more artistic. The
tri-captain handled the penalty
corner from Mc Williams at the
top of the circle.
She quickly slammed the ball
behind Bentley's goalie.
In the second half the
Wildcats let down a bit but still
ended up the game with 19
corners and 11 shots on net.
· The Division ]] Bentley squad
had eight corners and five shots
on goal.
It's ironic that UNH, who
hadn't scored a goal in
H::~ulc1(iuu

tiu1c

iu

Ht:ddy

•~-•·"'""""'"'~""'°""'~•-«o-,..JII-,

a

month, should break out of the
drought against Bentley.
Their rookie coach, Cheryl
Murtaugh, played four years of
field hockey at UNH in
addition to basketball and was
a member of the 1980 squad
which finished seventh in the
AIAW National Championships. Murtaugh, who was a
midfielder during most of her
career at UNH, was the
Wildcats' leading scorer her
. senior year with eight goals.
The Wildcats will travel to Freshman Mary Rogers takes a swipe at the ball in
action against Bentley ~uesday. UNH
Springfield Saturday. The downed Bentley 2-0 and yesterday defeated
URI 1-0.(Tim Skeer photo)
Springfield squad upset the
number one ranked field .
hockey team in
<continued from page 28)
them play. They were better
"We won 70 percent orthe Reithei. "If there's a better
skillwise but we played with balls in air at midfield," said player than Scott Reither, he11 1
better intensity."
Kullen, "and that dictated the have to prove it to me. He was:
The officiating and rough flow of the game." ·
·
the best player on the field.
style of play drew obvious
Kullen didn't dwell on the today."
Steve Noble lost in straight sets attentiol} from players, coaches officials performance or the
The Wildcat's, now 2-5-1 willat the first doubles position to and fans alike. An astonishing comments of his rival coach, challenge Vermont tomorrow,
Chris Ditmar and Mike Curran 62 fouls were called (40 on but emphasized the amount of and in the words of assistant
6-4, 6-4.
UNH, 22 on UConn).
heart his team displayed.
coach Ted Garber, "we've got
Besides Hassett's effort in
"The amount of holding and
He specifically pointed to the to win the next one."
singles, the only other close obstruction by them was sterling performance of Scott
match was with Chatfield and unbelievable," said Kullen . .
UNH's Noble. The , Wildcat
"It was a tough game to lose,
sophomore took the first set 7-5 the guys played with a lot -of
but ended up losing the next' heart," said Chris Reidell who
two 6-4, 6-4.
scored the first of the Wildcat
At the first singles position, goals.
Hyman was dispensed with
Statistically, Connecticut
quickly by Ditmar 6-1, 6-3 took almost twice as many
while Simonton lost to Curran shots as UN H (21 to 12), while
7-6, 6-0.
Gaillardetz. made more than
The freshman Hall, who twice as many saves as UConn·s
along with his partner Hassett goalie ( 12 to 5).
has a 4-4 record in doubles play
After the game, Connecticut
The New Hampshi re
this season, was soundly beaten coach Bill Morrone said that
by Lyons 6-0, 6-1.
the small field forced UConn to
In his first varsitv action of alter their passing style of play.
the year, Mike McMahon was
However, the key factor in
unable to upset Providence's the ball game was UNH's
John DeMalo at sixth singles, uncanny ability to win the ball
losing 6-2, 6-4.
in air.

- - - - - - --S OCC ER- ----- -

lose final

The UNH men's tennis team
dropped their final match of
the season Tuesday to end with
a 1-5 record on the season. The
Providence Friars overtook the
Wildcats 6-3 taking five of the
six singles matches.
_ Freshman Shaun Hassett,
who ended the season along
with Dave Hall with a team
leading 2-4 individual mark in
singles, was the only Wildcat to
win in singles. He outlasted
Jerry Sweeney 4-6, 7-6, 6-3.
Along with fell ow freshman
Hall, the pair took the third
doubles match · with another
three set victory, 5-7, 6-2, 7-6.
The other doubles team to
win were Dave Simonton and
Peter Dickson, who battled
back to defeat Steve Chatfield
and Chris Lyons 2-6, 6-2, 6-4.
For the senior and team ·
captain, it was a nice closing to
· a four year career at UNH. ·
UNH's T.J. Hyman _and

ALL THE SPORTS I

MO RR ON E-- ---- --(continued from page 28)

physically imposing coach· didn't stop there.
Finally, he attacked the Wildcats style of play.
"It's hard to settle down and play skill soccer
·against. them. There would be a pass and then
they'd (UNH) bump us off the ball."
"I don't know what kind of soccer they play
up North, but we play skill soccer."
Finally the mouth that roared was finished.
"It wasn't, in my opinion, a good game of
soccer."
'
UNH head coach Bob Kullen agreed that the
game was not an "aesthetic" one. But that was
about all the two coaches agreed upon.
Kullen concentr~ted his talk after the game
on how much heart-and' fight his _team played
with. One couldn't help riotice, though, that he
was upset with : ! 'arrogant prim~donas' from
Connecticut.·

True, they are defending national
champions, _but they had absolutely no respect
for the Wildcats. And the Wildcats are a team
striving-for respect.
Kullen had this to say about Morrone's
comments. First the referees:
"I just think the referees are intimidated by
him."
And the field: "We {as coaches) have to
make adjustments to the environment we play
in: A very good soccer team should be able to
adapt to _it. I'd love to play on a field like
Connecticut,. but we don~t ~ave one.".
The rough ·play: "Ii :was two-way ·street
garba·ge. The numbe{:, •Qf:..- obstructions,
holdings, ·,-- rlinning ·· . 9·_v er _· ;people was
unbelieva.ble~ '' ·
After ..wa:tching· Jh~~-_-tw'o :·coa·ches on _. the .
. .
. ·.
~

_.

. ·::

.

.

..

.

:.

.

.·.

.

sidelines and listening to them talk about the
game, it would have been difficult for one to
choose the coach of the nationally ranked
team. Kullen, to his credit, -kept his cool. He
got the most out of his players, physically and
emotionally.
·

'I don't kno,w what kind of soccer
they play up North - Morrone
And for Morrone, he speaks fqr himself. .
When asked whether the "four corners" stall
game that his team used in the final -three
minutes of the overtime was taken.from Dean
Smith and college basketbaU he was indignant.
"Let's just say that Dean Smith.g<Jt it from
us. I've been around ·a lot longer.'' ._,~ - . _.,·
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FNIJ trav~ls (o -Lehigh.

Harriers
slip-up_

By Steve Damish
marks a~d 3-2 over~} records.
Just two more warmerStatistics wise, YC leaders
uppers to go.
(teams and players) are as
Just two more games that is, follows:
until UNH can resume
--Maine, even with its
conference play with an Oct. 30 winless conference record, is
game against Rhode Island.
the team scoring leader with
One will be taken care of 35 .3 _ points per game. The
tomorrow when UNH plays . Black Bears have scored 212
Lehigh ( 1-4) in ~ethlehem, ~a. -· points overall.
And the ·other will be dealt with • --Massachusetts is the team
the following Saturday when defensive scoring leader,
the Wildcats host Northeast- allowing 16.4 ppgand 82 points
em.
altogether.
And that will be it. The end
--Dean Pecevich of
of three weeks of non-Yankee Massachusetts is the leading
Conference opponents and the passer percentage wise with a
start of another three games of .602 passing percentage.
all YC foes.
--Rich La Bonte of Maine has
Replacing the much less the most completions per game
important games against with an average of 12.

By T.J. R_eever

Last Friday's slippery and
wet running conditions did not
prevent 't he University of
Maine or Colby College from
arriving for their annual cross
country rivalry against this
year's - young -UNH harrier
squad.
Coach Jim Boulanger was
hopeful . about repeating last
years performance, which saw
the Wildcats come away with a
slim margin of victory over the
two opponents. UNH posted
the lowest score in that meet
with 39 compared to Maine's
40 and Colby's 45.
This year · however, the
results were. a lot diffenmt and
UNH came up short against
both teams .
. Maine's coach was insistent
in scoring this years meet as a
double dual, which is like
running three races at the same
time. Everybody runs at once,
but after everyone has finished,
the officials score UN H vs
Maine, Maine vs Colby, and
Colby vs UNH all seperately.
So after all the mud had been
kicked up and after all the
runners were through slipping
and sliding their way through
the College Woods, it was
Maine 27 and UNH 32; Colby
23 and UNH 33 and Colby 22
and Maine 33.
"We had some good
perforqiances," said Boulanger. "Dicky Robinson and
Aarron Lessing ran well and
Klein hung in there very tough,
but we still have yet to have five
.j?;Uys run..well on the same da-y.,,
Colby Colleg~'s duo of
Edson and Coffin grabbed first
and second place honors,
covering the soggy 6.2 mile
course in 31 :26 and 31 :32.
Th_e_ first UN H runner to
cross the finish line was team
captain, Dicky Robinson.
Robinson finished fourth in a
time of 32: 12.
"I hung with the leaders for
the first three, but between
miles three and four they really
picked the pace up," said
Robinson. "I felt pretty good
but I just couldn't go with them
when they picked it up."
UNH's second harrier . to
finish was the soghomore

.Bucknell ,

Lehigh

and

Norhteastern will be the critical
clashes with Rhode Island,
Maine and Massachusetts, in
that order.
No longer will UNH be
playing just to win. The
Wildcats will now be playing
- for the Yankee Conference
title an honor that would give
them the opportunity to be part
of Division I-AA post-season
KICK! - Aaron Lessing was the second finisher · for the
play.
Wildcats last Friday.- (Tim Skeer photo)
But UNH is in competition
Lessing. Lessrng mushed fifth, Rocheleau ran one of his better with four other YC teams.
not far behind his team captain efforts of the season, but Maine They, like UNH, are still in
in a time of 32:19.
just happened to have a strong reach of the Beanpot. Midway
"I just wanted to run with group of runners just ahead of through the '82 season, Maine
Dicky,-1' said Lessing. "That him.
.(0-2 conference, 3-3) appears to
was my goal for this race, and
Justin Curtis, still suffering be the sole conference team out
also to stay ahead of as many from a- chronic cramp that
of the running. Connecticut
other runners as possible."
flairs up unexpectedly while and Massachusetts both own
When asked about how he he's racing, finished 21st 1-0 conference records (3-2
felt about the race in general, rounding out the Wildcat top and 2-3 overall) while Rhode
Lessing jokingly said, "we five. Curtis once again had Island and UNH have 1-1 YC
should have smoked those problems with the cramp
turkeys."
somewhere around the four
This year's most consistent and a half mile' point in the
runner so far has been race. He was able to regroup
sophomore Kevin Klein. Klein and salvage 21st with a time of
finished seventh with a time of 33:42.
32:38.
Peter Anderson and John By Julie Supple
"Kevin ran a gutsy race," Neff rounded off the top seven
The UNH women's volleysaid Boulanger. ..-He s·eems to finishing 26th and 30th with ball team earned their first
be getting tougher with each times of 34:00 and 34: IO.
v i c t o r y _o f i t s s e a s o n
race."
"We have yet to have more Wednesday night in a dual
There was a gap of some 40 than two guys consi.stently match against Springfield and
seconds before the next UNH finish in the top seve~ said Williams.
finisher came across the line.
The 'Cats put it all together
Boulanger. "What . we realy
"Maine put six of their need to do is to run tougher and in their first match against
runners in between our third to have seven guys really want Williams with game scores of
and fourth men," said it bad enough to go through the
15-4 and 15-8. Accurate
Boulanger. "You can't have pain for it."
passing and serving were
th~t happen and expect to
The Wildcats will bring their consistent throughout the
win."
1-5 record to the Providence match, especially by freshmen
Placing 16th and finishing in Invitational in Boston at
Beth DeSwarte .and Sue
a time of 33: 18 was UNH's Franklin Park on Sunday.
Bechard.
"
· Superb setting, by Karen
fourth runner, Ron ~och~leau.
Beardsley, and aggressive back
row play, by sole senior Jean
Campanelli, was demonstrated
throughout the match.
Coach Carol Ford commented, "the players all did their
job. Beth and Sue both did
._..._.._ _ _...____-.._ _ _ _.,..____.,._ _ _~----,~~--~~--...,exceptionally"
House
Line

Steve
Darnish
110-14i
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BU at

URI

URI

by 7

UConn at
Holy Cross

HC
by 9

BU

T
!

Larry
McGrath ~

Greg
Flemming

Todd
Bait ·

Old
Grad

IJ

M:ke
jBn1~k1"'3r
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UMass

UMass

Maine

UMass
by 6

Harvard Jt
Dart,nouth

Harvard
by 7

Dart

t)art

Dart

Dart

Dart

NU
by 3

NU

NU :

NU

NU

AIC

UMass

As always, powerhouse
Springfield ws experienced and
offensively superior. The
Wildcats' 2-0 start slipped to a
2-2 record, losing 2-15, 9-15 to
Springfield.
The women's volleyballers
face Harvard, MIT, Salem
State, Maine-Farmington and
Boston College this Saturday
at 9 a.m. in the Wildcat Classic
tourney. The "round robin"
will last at least ·until 7 p.m.
when the final gam~ is played.
Ford is optimistic and feels
her team is ready for action.
"MIT will be the strongest
team here, followed by
Harvard. We should finish in
or tied for second place. Yes,
we lost to Boston College
previously this season, but we
won't lose to them on
Saturday."

-r
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UMass at
Maine

,\IC at .,.__
i'Jortheas~.~_.-.•~ · ·

--RhodcI.slnnd'sTomMutis

the leading pass receiver with
27 catches for 461 yards.
--Lorenzo Bouier of Maine
has rushed for the most yards
with 761 in six games and leads
in scoring with 14 touchdowns.
Bouier is currently inactive
because of a broken foot bone.
--Connecticut's Joe Markus
is the leading all•purpose
rus·her, ~veraging 138.1 yards
per game.
--Glenn Fogg of UNH leads
the punting category with a
40.3 yard average.
--UNH's Dave Wissman is
the _leading kickoff returner
with a 26.3 yard average for
seven returns. _
---Domingos Carlos of
Connecticut is the leading
scorer in kicking with 28 points
(8 FGs, 8 extra poipts).

'Cat ~~ll~.yballers win

ll8RIIING LINE
•
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Ski tea1n rolls

UMass

'
: Harvard

'

'

'SPOHTS sHOHTS

NU

'

-I

The Old Grad sleazed by last week's guest, Michael Ontk;an, by nailing just two picks out of six
compared to Ontkean 's one out of six. !he Old Grad hasn '! don~ted any money to th,e t 00_ Club
for two weeks but this weeks guest is Just the man to do 1t. Mike Bruck~er, ~NH s assistant
sports information director, is a longtime nemesis to the Old Grad, beatmg him the last two
1• -'-~years.
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The UNH ski team sent a clontingent of seven men and two
women to the Dartmouth Roller Ski marathon last Sunday.
In the 26.2 mile race freshman Joe Miles led the way with a
12th place finish in 1:59.
Mike Hussey finished 15th in two hours while Cory Schwark
and Eric Hastings took 16th and 17th, respec,tively. Doug
Gardner took 20th in 2:09 while Steve Poulin followed close
behind and finished in 21st place. Mark Webster finished the
course in 2:30.
Carol Warner was the seventh woman to finish with a time
of 2:48 while Alex Chirella ended up in 10th place.
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Wildcats jump 8th ranked Huskies early

UConn heads hack to Storrs with 3-2 OT
By Ray Routhier .
"It's so unfair. We didn't
deserve to lose," is how soccer
coach Bob Kullen described
UConn's dramatic 3-2 comefrom-behind victory Wednesday over the Wildcats.
The double overtime game
ended with just three minutes
left when the Huskies Bill
Morrone smashed his head into
thf'
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This time Mike Daley
thundered the ball into the net
fr.om the right side. The kick
deflected off the crowd in front
of the net before popping past
the Huskies goalie.
With the game just 22
minutes old, UNH enjoyed a 20 lead over New England's top
ranked team while dominating
first half play.
The Huskies first goal was an

rocketing it just over the absolute gift. Bill Morrone fell
outstretched hands of UNH down in the Wildcat's penalty
area and was awarded a penalty
goalie George Gaillardetz.
Many of the Wildcat players, kick. Gaillardetz guessed
physically and mentally wrong on the free kick and
exhausted from the 110 minute Morrone easily put UConn
game, fell to the ground after back into the game, making the
the goal. Meanwhile, the 450 score 2-1.
With three minutes left in the
fans who had come out on the
overcast day to watch the first half, Ed Raftery took to
defending national champions his knees to head a crossed ball
in front of the net to push the
play UNH fell silent.
· The Huskies, the eighth score to 2-2 at the half, a score
ranked team in the country that would remain for the next
with a 9-1-3 record, had to play 62 minutes.
The second half was marred
catch-up for most of the first
by a long string of penalities
half.
The 'Cats drew first blood and poor officiating. Early in after a relentless offensive the half, UNH standout Mike
attack. The ball was juggled Pilot was lost for the rest of the
around in front of the net by game after a UConn player
several UNH players until charged right over the prone
Mike Pilot rifled a shot off the midfielder.
This was a hard fought battle
hands of U Conn's goalie. Chris
Reidell scooped up the between two very hungry
rebound and booted the ball in soccer teams. Both teams had
. the empty net to give UNH a I- opportunities to score in the
O lead only 14 minutes into the second half, but near misses
and some great defense helped
game.
There was absolutely no send the game into overtime.
Gaillardetz, who played a
Forward Jamie Walters wards off a UConn defender in Wednesday's 3-2 overtime loss. (Tim
letting up on the part of UNH,
and it was only eight minutes superb game, made a _Skeer photo)
before they hit paydirt again. A remarkable save with 25 intensity.
"Everyone of these guys
well executed downfield driv~ . seconds left in regulation to
put the 'Cats offensive unit in keep UNH alive.
played the way they can," said
Both overtime periods were Kullen. "I was proud to watch
front of U Conn's net once
play~d
by UNH with visible
again.
- SOCCER, page 26

By Andy Arnold

Morrone o_
r Moron?
"I don't wanna make any excuses, BUT ... "
Those were about the most ludicrous words
Connecticut soccer's head coach Joe Morrone
could have made after Wednesday's narrow
victory over UNH, but he made them.
The match was not a beautifully played
game by any means, but it was still enormously
exciting. How couldn't it be? An unranked,
scrappy Wildcat team (2-5-1 ), after leading 2-0,
sent the game into overtime with the eighth
ranked team in the country and last years
national champions.
The excuses? No, he didn't use,"the sun was
in our eyes"(maybe because it was overcast),
but he used just about every other excuse he
could think of.
"The officiating was terrible," he said. "It's
hard (for the referees) sometimes when you
don't see good skill soccer." - .
"You can say their (UNH) play was
aggressive. But the play isn't to go through the
man. Realistically, we did it, too. But it's up to
the refere es to take charge," Morrone charged.
After the game he got the refere es names,
with the intention of sending a letter to league
official about their poor performances.
Morrone was yelling now. "The field's a little
bumpy and it's small." And U Conn's
Tim Linehan (10) heads the ball forward while Jamie Walters (12) watches the play d~velop.
(Tim Skeer photo) ·
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